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ABSTRACT

Leech embryos have been used in developmental studies for

over 100 years and continue to be used because of a number of

unique and useful features. There is a large amount of detailed

information on the highly stereotyped cellular events that take

place during leech development, and recent work has shown that it

is possible to study some of the genes in leech that have been

shown to exert developmental effects in other species.

This thesis presents the sequence of two fragments of homeo-

box genes which were generated from DNA from the leech Helobdella

robusta by polymerase chain reaction. These genes have been named

Lox 7 and Lox 8.

A genomic library was constructed from Helobdella robusta DNA

and screened with the Lox 7 and Lox 8 fragments. A control

screening was carried out to prove that the Lox 7 and Lox 8 genes

are not represented in the library.

Some preliminary in situ hybridization data suggests that the

Lox 7 gene is expressed in the germinal plate of stage 9 embryos.

The positives from the control screening were investigated

further and some evidence is presented that some of these clones do

not contain the gene used to make the probe (Lox 2), but may

contain other homeobox genes.

Positive clones were gained from the screening of a Helob¬

della robusta cDNA library with the leech engrailed gene. The

clones show that the mRNA from the engrailed gene is alternatively

spliced.
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1: INTRODUCTION

Leech embryos have been used in developmental studies for

over 100 years and continue to be used because of a number of

unique and useful features. There is a large amount of detailed

information on the highly stereotyped cellular events that take

place during leech development, and recent work has shown that it

is possible to study some of the genes in leech that have been

shown to exert developmental effects in other species.

This thesis concerns the characterization of homeobox con¬

taining genes in the leech; it is hoped that once some of this

family of developmentally significant genes have been character¬

ized in leech it should be possible to combine what is known of

the cellular events with patterns of expression of these genes.

One aim is to give detailed accounts of the expression of par¬

ticular genes during the development of the leech, analysed in

terms of individual cell fate.

The leech offers the possibility of microinjecting individual

cells and so disrupting normal homeobox gene expression by using

agents such as antisense RNA or specific antibodies targetted

against the product of a single gene. The main aim is to

investigate the function of specific genes in terms of cell fate,

which cannot be carried out in other species where the cells are

smaller and the development is less stereotyped.
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The leech nervous system has been studied intensively and it

is hoped that many of the homeobox genes expressed in the nervous

systems of other species will be expressed in the embryonic leech

nervous system. Individual cells can be identified by their char¬

acteristic positions and morphologies in the embryo, so that the

extent to which homeobox genes define cell fate in neurones can be

found.

The first part of this introduction will deal with the

cellular development of the leech; the second part is a review of

homeobox genes in Drosophila and higher organisms; the third part

reviews the present knowledge of homeobox genes that have been

characterised in leech species.

1.1 The cellular development of the leech embryo

Leech embryology was first studied in the late 19th century

(Whitman, 1878) using a glossophoniid leech (Glossophonia compla-

nata); Whitman's observations led to his suggestion that leech

development was a series of invariant cell lineages where the

progeny of an early embryonic cell played a predestined role in

later development. The invariant nature of the cellular events

making up leech embryogenesis was confirmed by more modern studies

(Weisblat et al., 1980; Stent et al., 1982).

The development of other glossophoniid species has been

studied intensively and it has been found that development is

similar in all glossophoniid species examined (Weisblat and

Shankland, 1985; Torrence and Stuart, 1986; Sandig and Dohle,

1988) .



Work has also been carried out on other leech species such

as Hirudo medicinalis; while these leech embryos are very large

and amenable to experimental manipulation at late stages of

development, they are small and difficult to use at early stages.

The expression patterns of some homeobox genes cloned from Hirudo

medicinalis have been described at late stages of development

(Wysocka-Diller et al., 1989). This work will be described in

section 1.6.4.

The embryos of the leech Theromyson tessulatum have been

studied, and the cellular development seems similar to that seen

in Glossophoniid leeches (Sandig and Dohle, 1988). Breeding

leeches of the Theromyson species has been very difficult

however.

Glossophoniid leeches of the genus Helobdella have been used

in this study because of the wealth of detailed knowledge of

development at the cellular level, the size and relative

simplicity of the embryo at early stages of development,the

relative ease of culture of these leeches and their embryos

(Weisblat et al., 1980, Shankland et al., 1992 ) and the ease of

microinjection (Weisblat et al., 1978; Gimlich and Braun, 1985)

and selective cell ablation (Blair, 1982; Glover and Kramer,

1982) .
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Helobdella embryos develop from egg to juvenile leech in 14 days;

this period is one of massive cell division, cell movement and

differentiation, but the relative simplicity of the early stages

of the process make leech development especially amenable to

experiment. The first cell divisions are unequal and give rise to

four cells with characteristic positions and morphologies: the A,

B, C and D macromeres. The D macromere is the largest of the four

and it is this cell that receives most of the yolk free cytoplasm

(known as teloplasm).

The macromeres divide highly unequally a number of times to

produce cells known as micromeres while the D macromere divides

almost equally to produce the DM and DNOPQ cells. The progeny of

cells A, B and C form the endoderm, DM produces the cells of the

mesoderm and cells descended from DNOPQ form the ectoderm. The

bilateral symmetry of the embryo is established with the division

of DM to left and right M cells ( the M teloblasts) and the

division of DNOPQ to two NOPQ cells, one on each side of the

future midline. Each NOPQ cell divides three times to produce the

N, two 0/P and Q teloblasts. The teloblasts contain most of the

teloplasm.

s.



The teloblasts undergo a series of highly unequal stem cell

divisions, producing lines of contiguous blast cells called

germinal bandlets, which take their names from the teloblast which

produces them (the n bandlet, made up of n blast cells is derived

from the N teloblast) . The first born blast cells are at the front

of the bandlets; the descendants of these first cells will appear

in anterior segments whilst the progeny of blast cells born later

will contribute to more posterior segments.

In the case of the M, 0 and P teloblast lineages, the first

born blast cell produces a clone of cells which contribute to the

most anterior segments and the second born blast cell produces a

clone which is similar but one segment more posterior, ie. the

size and position of the clone of cells produced by successive

cells within a bandlet are similar in each segment (Zackson 1982;

Weisblat and Shankland 1985).

In the n and q bandlets, two blast cells make up the segmen-

tally iterated pattern. In the N teloblast lineage, blast cells

contribute progeny to either the anterior (ns) or posterior (n^)

of the segment. The segmentally iterated pattern of cells

descended from the two q blast cells is made up of progeny from qs

and qf which are grouped together in dorsal and ventral regions of

the segment (Bissen and Weisblat, 1987).

Later divisions cause lengthening of the bandlets by adding

more blast cells to the back of the bandlets. The bandlets coa¬

lesce with the N, 0, P and Q bandlets overlying the bandlet

derived from the M teloblast; these structures of coalesced

bandlets are known as germinal bands (see Figure 1).

4.



The number of viable blast cells is regulated in some way;

although the teloblasts produce more blast cells than are required

to make up the 32 body segments, the supernumerary blast cells do

not normally survive (Fernandez and Stent, 1982; Zackson, 1982).

The germinal bands extend over the dorsal surface of the

embryo in symmetrical paths on either side of the midline and

coalesce at the future site of the head. The dorsal surface of the

embryo shows a heart shaped structure caused by the germinal bands

(see Figure 1) . As the bands lengthen, the midportions of the

germinal bands move circumferentially to the ventral surface where

they fuse together first at the head, then towards the tail in a

manner likened to a zip- fastener. The structure formed by the

fused germinal bands is termed the germinal plate; the n bandlets

are in aposition on either side of the ventral midline and the

bandlets lie in the order n,o,p and q with the q bandlet most

lateral (see Figure 1).

Proliferation of cells causes the germinal plate to expand in

all dimensions: widening of the germinal plate leads to cells

overlying the dorsal surface, eventually closing the leech body by

coalescing along the dorsal midline; lengthening of the germinal

plate causes the previously spherical embryo to become more

cylindrical.

The germinal plate becomes segmented during the proliferation

process; the germinal plate forms into tissue blocks which are

first seen in anterior regions, with posterior tissue blocks

developing later. It is from these tissue blocks that the nervous

system arises.

1
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The segmental ganglia are first apparent as hemispheric

masses of cells on each side of the ventral midline; these masses

coalesce to form ganglion precursors containing approximately 400

cells. During stage 9 each segment has a ganglion (giving a total

of 32 ganglia) lying in direct aposition with its neighbours. The

abdominal ganglia separate as development proceeds, but maintain

contact with each other via short nerves called connectives. The

first four anterior ganglia fuse together to form the suboesopha-

geal ganglion and the last seven posterior ganglia fuse to form

the tail ganglion.

1.2 Experimental Approaches to Leech Development

1.2.1 Single cell injection experiments

Whitman's early observations on glossophoniid leeches provide

a basis which is still relevant today; his work was extended by

more modern studies using injection of lineage tracers.

The first lineage tracer injected into leech cells was

horseradish peroxidase (the enzyme was detected by staining the

embryos with a chromogenic substrate; Weisblat et al. 1978). The

work was extended using fluorescent tracers - such as rhodamine

dextran - which allowed staining of nuclei with Hoechst 33258 in

conjunction with the tracer to show the mitotic state of the cells

(nuclei undergoing mitosis have much denser staining with Hoechst

33258 than those in interphase where the chromatin is diffuse).



The dye injection studies confirmed much of Whitman's work and

also showed that each blast cell makes a segmentally repeating

subunit of the teloblast's descendant lineage: each blast cell

produces approximately 100 cells in the adult and blast cells of

the same bandlet produce clones of cells which are found in

similar positions in successive segments (Zackson,1982; Weisblat

and Shankland,1985).

The dye injection technique showed that no single teloblast

lineage was responsible for a particular cell type in the adult,

ie. two cells of the same type need not have come from the same

lineage (Zackson, 1984). The previous literature suggested that

the n teloblast produced the segmental ganglia because the two n

teloblasts coalesced at the ventral midline of the embryo at the

site of the presumptive nerve cord (Whitman, 1878); while the N

teloblast does make the largest contribution to the ganglia there

are cells derived from other teloblasts present.

1.2.2: Single cell injection and ablation experiments

The dye injection technique was used in conjunction with

single cell ablation experiments in which cytotoxic agents such as

pronase, DNAse, RNase and ricin were injected into identified

cells. Injection of dye into a teloblast prior to the unequal

divisions producing blast cells, followed by injection of pronase

into the same cell once the divisions had started, produced embryos

in which the anterior ganglia were unaffected (since the blast

cells were produced before the teloblast was killed). The more

posterior ganglia were abnormal, since the blast cells whose

1



descendants would normally contribute to the segmental ganglia were

not present because the teloblast had been killed before the blast

cells were produced. The abnormal posterior ganglia did not contain

any labelled cells, confirming that the teloblast had been killed

before it could produce any more blast cells, rather than producing

any abnormal blast cells which became incorporated into the

abnormal ganglia (Weisblat et al. 1978).

The situation described above is true for the O and P telo-

blasts, but injections of pronase into the N teloblast after the

births of n^ blast cells but before the birth of the ns resulted

in abnormal ganglia which contained labelled cells.

to.



The removal of lineages of cells has shown the importance of cell-

cell interactions in the highly stereotyped processes of normal

leech development. However, the overall impression given by the

results of the ablation experiments is of a highly determined

system: ablation of an embryonic blastomere leaves a consistent

set of missing cells (Blair, 1982, 1983).

Although cells can be induced to produce progeny other than

they normally would, they do so after an apparent switch so that

the normal progeny are not produced (Shankland and Weisblat,

1984); this is true in only two of the teloblast derived lineages:

(0/P). Removal of either the M, N or Q teloblasts has no effect on

the development of the other teloblasts (Weisblat and Blair,

1984) .

Ablation experiments have given insight into the interactions

affecting the normal positioning of cells from the bandlets:

ablation of one N teloblast led to a contribution from the

contralateral N teloblast to the abnormal side of the affected

ganglia ( a midline violation ) . It is imagined that when the n

bandlets are apposed in the germinal plate, an interaction between

the bandlets maintains the midline and prevents cell mixing. When

some of one n bandlet is missing then n blast cells from the

contralateral side can cross the midline and so contribute progeny

to the ganglia on the other side (Zackson 1982).

it



Ablation experiments have shown the importance of the presence of

both mesoderm and ectoderm for the proper segmental organization

of both structures: hemilateral ablation of the M teloblast

stopped the production of the ipsilateral mesoderm and completely

disrupted the ectodermal segmentation. The removal of the

ectodermal bandlets was achieved by killing the NOPQ cell and this

ablation led to the total disruption of the mesodermal segmental

organization. In a few embryos where the ectodermal bandlets had

been eliminated from one side the mesodermal bandlet changed side

to abut the contralateral mesodermal bandlet so that both were

underneath the remaining ectodermal bandlets; in these embryos,

both the mesodermal bandlets were normally segmented, but out of

register, suggesting that whereas the ectoderm is necessary for

mesodermal segmentation, the positioning of segmental boundaries

is not defined by the ectodermal layer (Blair, 1982).

Interactions between cells of the o and p bandlets have been

shown to be important in defining cell fate; if the P teloblast is

ablated then cells of the o bandlet undergo divisions

characteristic of p blast cells in the regions of the embryos

where the p blast cells are missing (Zackson, 1984).

It is interesting that in the case of a crossover between the

o and p bandlets the blast cells which are in an inappropriate

position undergo a series of cell divisions characteristic of

cells of the other bandlet, suggesting that a positional cue is

important in defining which series of stereotyped divisions the

cells made (Weisblat and Blair, 1984).
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The presence of the p bandlet was shown to be important for the

commitment of the o blast cells to their normal cell fates at three

crucial timepoints. The p bandlet was removed at progressively

j_4ter times by photoablation and it was found that if an o blast

cell had not begun its secondary divisions, its normal commitment

to the O pathway can be effectively prevented by removal of the p

bandlet. Comparing the outcome of progressively later ablations

shows that the progeny of the o blast cell become committed to the

0 pathway in three stages, and that these stages occur around the

time of the first three blast cell divisions. Each of the three

stages affects a different subset of cells within the blast cell

clone, and apparently commits these subsets to either the 0 or P

pathway depending on the presence or absence of the other

bandlet.(Shankland and Weisblat, 1984).

1.2.3: Bandlet slippage experiments

The experiments detailed above highlight the stereotyped

development of the leech embryo - it is only at certain stages that

cell- cell interactions are important in defining cell fate. After

an experimentally induced change of fate the cells divide and

differentiate according to a predetermined pattern eg. in the

photoablation experiments outlined above. This view of leech

development was confirmed by experiments in which cells were caused

to develop in ectopic sites (Shankland et al. 1991).



A p^ticular bandlet can be effectively transplanted by using

■ technique called bandlet slippage: the most anterior cells in a

are ablated by a laser microbeam and it is found that the

of the cells of the affected bandlet are frameshifted

iorly with respect to the other bandlets. The effect of this

^fIcial abnormality is to cause the blast cells in the affected

baodlet to develop in positions more posterior than normal and

COOtribute to segments that are inappropriate.

Certain cells in the leech ganglia react strongly with anti¬

bodies against small cardioactive peptide (SCP) : the rostral

alternating SCP- immunoreactive (RAS) neuron is a descendant of the

V teloblast and is found in a domain of four contiguous segments

near the animals' head and each segment has one RAS neuron on

either the left or right side of the ganglion.

The position of the immunoreactive cells alternates between

left and right in successive segments. This pattern was used to

indicate any changes in cellular identity brought about by the

blast cells dividing in a position inappropriate for their

birthrank in the bandlet.

Bandlet slippage was carried out on n bandlets and staining

*** carried out to identify the RAS cell type; it was found that

the RAS neurons develop in more posterior segments than normal in

the slipped bandlet, and that the RAS neurons are found in seg¬

ments appropriate to the number of cells slipped out of register.

indicates that the position of the cells has little effect on

the development of this particular phenotype, so that the blast

cells must be predetermined to divide to produce a RAS neuron



whilst still in the bandlet. Since the blast cells are effectively

transplanted before coming into contact with their normal

segmental tissues, they could not have been determined by their

presence in the normal segment. This suggests that the identity

of a segment arises as a result of the blast cells which

contribute to that segment being predetermined. This view is

confirmed by experiments in which blast cells of the p bandlet are

shifted posteriorly and a corresponding shift in the pattern of

another SCP- immunoreactive cell is found (Shankland et al. 1991).

Recent work has been done in which mesodermal blast cell

clones were caused to develop in ectopic sites. The blast cell

clones developed according to their original segmental fates

rather than their ectopic sites, suggesting that a cell

intrinsic mechanism is important. The results suggest that the

mesodermal blast cells are committed to segment specific fates

either before or soon after their birth. (Gleizer and Stent,

1993) .

Other cell types may not act in the same manner however;

bandlet slippage was used to investigate the development of the

distal tubule cell; this cell is only present in 15 of the 21

etabdominal segments. Although each o blast cell produces a pre¬

sumptive distal tubule cell, in six segments the presumptive cell

dies before differentiating into the final structure. It was found

that slippage did not lead to the development of the distal tubule

cell in segments where it is not normally present, suggesting that

the segment defined the presence or absence of the distal tubule

cell (Martindale and Shankland, 1988).
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1.2.4: Surgery and Grafting

Surgery and grafting can be used to cause cells to develop in

unusual situations. A study has been carried out to investigate

the development of the Retzius cells in the ganglia of the

genitalia bearing segments.

A target dependent pattern of morphogenesis is normally seen

in the Retzius neurons which innervate the genitalia; all Retzius

neurons exhibit a similar early pattern of differentiation and the

normal target dependent morphology of the Retzius cells in the

ganglia innervating the genitalia can be prevented by removing the

genitalia at an early stage (Loer et al., 1987). Similarly,

transplanting genitalia to segments which normally do not have

them leads to the altered morphology in the Retzius cells of those

segments (Loer and Kristan, 1989).

In summary, the cellular experiments suggest that the devel¬

opment of leech is highly stereotyped, but there are several

processes which are dependent on cell-cell interactions for the

normal development to continue. Experimental perturbations can

upset these cell-cell interactions, but in general cells seem to

react by switching from one stereotyped set of divisions to

another.
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1.2.5: Leech segmentation

The study of homeobox genes in Drosophila has led to a better

understanding of the processes underlying segmentation. The

discovery of homologous genes in Helohdella has caused speculation

as to the role of the homologous genes in what I hope to show are

very different cellular processes.

Segmentation processes in leech and Drosophila appear to be

quite different: in Drosophila segmentation, a group of cells

which will make up a segment is first marked by the expression of

a particular gene. In the leech, the cells that make up a

particular segment come from spatially distinct regions of the

embryo and go through a complicated series of movements to meet

up.

The leech segment is not a region of lineage restriction:

although most cells from a clone will remain within a segment, a

few cells migrate into adjacent segments in a pattern that is

repeated by the clone occupying the next segment (Zackson, 1982).

The segments of Drosophila are made up of two compartments

which do not allow cell mixing (Garcia-Bellido et al., 1973).

The identification of leech genes which appear to be the

homologues of Drosophila genes involved in segmentation ,eg.

engrailed (Wedeen et al., 1991), and also genes involved in

specifying segmental identity eg. Ultrabithorax (Wysocka-Diller et

al., 1989)(section 1.6.3) raises the possibility of conserved

sequences having roles in processes which have the same end-

effect through different cellular mechanisms.
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The expression of particular genes in individual segments in

Drosophila embryos is the primary cause of segmental diversifica¬

tion; this can be seen by the abnormal phenotypes of "homeotic"

mutations, where segmental identity is altered. The homeotic genes

contain homeoboxes and exert their effects through transcriptional

regulation. They appear prime candidates for genes which might be

involved in defining segmental identity at the bandlet stage in

the leech; genes of this type are important in Drosophila

segmentation. Transcriptional control of a few key genes at the

top of a cascade of regulatory genes could (theoretically) lead to

the differentiation of a particular cell to a certain cell fate.

The next section will present some relevant aspects of

homeobox gene expression in Drosophila, as an introduction to the

present knowledge of homeobox genes in leech.



1.3: Homeobox containing genes in Drosophila

The homeobox is a 180bp sequence which is highly conserved

and found in a wide variety of species from certain species of

yeast (Shepherd et al., 1984) to man (Boncinelli et al.,

1988).The domain encoded by the homeobox in the gene product

(known as the homeodomain) is known to have DNA binding activity

(Hoey and Levine, 19 88) and the homeoproteins encoded by the

homeobox containing genes are known to act as transcriptional

regulators in vitro (Jaynes and O'Farrell, 1988). The homeobox

genes might exert their effects by encoding proteins which

affect transcription from other genes in a hierarchy.

1.3.1: The isolation of homeobox genes

The homeobox was first discovered as a low copy number

repetitive element within the transcription units in two complex

loci called the Antennapedia and Bithorax complexes (ANT-C and

BX-C) (Lewis,1978; Kaufman, 1980).

These complexes were known to contain genes which, if

mutated, cause striking morphological abnormalities: for

example, a mutation within the Antennapedia complex causes

embryos bearing legs where one would expect antennae (Kaufman et

al., 1980). The mutant phenotypes suggest a change in the

identity of the segments affected.

The process by which segments obtain and express their

identities is known as homeosis and so the mutants mentioned

above are known as homeotic mutants, and the genes which are

responsible are called homeotic genes,



Homeotic genes are a class of genes which are expressed after

the process of segmentation is complete in Drosophila embryos (see

section 1.3.6). Homeotic genes are also a class of genes which

contain homeoboxes.

The Antennapedia gene was isolated (Kuriowa et al.,1984) and

it was found that a similar sequence - the homeobox - was present

in the Ultrabithorax gene which is present in the Bithorax

complex (Scott et al.,1983). The homeobox was also found in the

gene fushi tarazu; mutations in this gene result in an embryo with

only seven of the normal 14 body segments, suggesting a role in

the process by which segments are formed (Laughon and Scott,

1984). Genes of this type are called segmentation genes.

Segmentation genes can be separated into three classes: gap

genes, pair- rule genes and segment polarity genes.

Many more homeobox genes have been cloned and their tran¬

scription patterns have been elucidated by in situ hybridization

in a number of species; in Drosophila there is a great deal of

knowledge of the transcription patterns of these genes (Akam,

1987). Drosophila acts as a model for other species.

Drosophila has the advantage that the expression patterns of

homeobox genes can be found in flies which bear mutations in other

genes, so that the effect of the mutant genes on the expression of

the homeobox gene can be examined. An example of this sort of

interaction is seen by examining the expression of engrailed in

flies with mutations in the pair-rule genes: the engrailed gene

requires proper pair-rule gene expression for its own normal

expression (Howard and Ingham, 1986, Akam, 1987).
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The other class of homeobox containing genes is the maternal-

effect genes, which are expressed by the maternal genome and are

involved in the spatial polarity of the embryo. The three classes

of homeobox genes (maternal effect, segmentation and homeotic

genes) will be discussed in more detail in sections 1.3.2 to

1.3.4.

Homeobox genes are found in all of the categories mentioned

above with the exception of the gap genes, which encode a differ¬

ent type of DNA binding domain. This domain (called the zinc

finger domain) is also found in the Xenopus transcription factor

IIIA (Miller et al., 1985). The paired box is found close to the

homeobox in the pair-rule gene paired and it is thought that the

paired-domain acts in concert with the homeodomain in binding to

the DNA; genes with strong homologies to paired have been

implicated in developmental processes in Drosophila and in mouse

(Hill et al.,1991).

1.3.2: Maternal effect genes

One example of a maternal effect gene is the homeobox gene

bicoid (bed), which has a primary role in determining the antero¬

posterior axis of the embryo. In situ hybridization revealed a

graded distribution of bicoid transcripts with the highest

concentration at the anterior end of the embryo (Frigerio et

al,1986). The effect of the bicoid gene was shown by experiments

in which cytoplasm from the anterior region of wild type embryos

was injected into bicoid mutant embryos. Since the embryos were

partially rescued from the mutant phenotype, there must be a



factor which is produced by the bicoid gene which is responsible

for determining the anterior-posterior axis in the cytoplasm

(Frohnhofer and Nusslein-Volhard, 1986).

It has been shown that the expression pattern of the maternal

effect genes is, in some way, interpreted by the next set of genes

to be expressed: the gap genes. The maternal effect genes are

thought to act on the gap genes by transcriptional control:

binding sites for bicoid protein have been found in the upstream

region of the gap genes.

1.3.3: Gap genes

The first group of segmentation genes to be expressed are the

gap genes; if one of these genes is mutated then a group of

contiguous segments is missing (Nusslein-Volhard and

Weischaus, 1980) . The region of the embryo affected by the muta¬

tion is that in which the gap gene in question is expressed: the

genes hunchback (hb), Kruppel (Kr), knirps (kni) and giant (gt)

are expressed in progressively more posterior regions of the

embryo. It has been suggested that the gap genes interact compet¬

itively (one gene represses the other) to define the sharp borders

seen between the domains of expression, eg. between hb and Kr

(Jackie et al., 1986).
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1.3.4: Pair-rule genes

The effect of the gap genes on the pair-rule genes was first

shown by experiments using in situ hybridization probes for pair-

rule genes on embryos mutant for gap genes: the normal striped

pattern of expression is altered (Carroll and Scott, 1986), so

that the expression of the pair-rule genes ( such as fushi tara-

zu) is dependent on the gap gene expression.

Fushi tarazu and another pair-rule gene called hairy are

normally expressed in seven bands as the cellular blastoderm is

established (Hafen et al. 1984; Weir and Romberg, 1985) and fate

mapping of the embryo shows that these bands correspond exactly

with the seven segments which are missing in fushi tarazu mutant

flies (Gehring, 1985). This suggests that fushi tarazu is con¬

cerned with the establishment of the segments (but not their

maintenance, as shown in temperature-shift experiments using a

temperature sensitive fushi tarazu mutant: Wakimoto et al.

1984) .

There are other pair-rule genes ( even-skipped for example :

Macdonald et al., 1986) which are initially expressed in a set of

seven stripes along the embryo but are less strongly expressed in

a further seven stripes soon after, in a manner similar to the

expression of engrailed (Weir and Romberg, 1985).

One mutant phenotype of even-skipped shows a complete lack of

segmentation (rather than the fusion of adjacent segments seen in

fushi tarazu mutants).
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1.3.5: Segment polarity genes

The segment polarity genes are expressed under the control of

the pair-rule genes - mutations in any of the pair-rule genes

cause an alteration in the expression of the segment polarity gene

engrailed (Howard and Ingham, 1986; Akam, 1987). The engrailed

gene contains a homeobox which is quite divergent from those found

in the two homeotic clusters (Fjose et al., 1985). Engrailed is

expressed in a series of 15 stripes along the embryo with each

stripe marking the posterior compartment of a segment (Fjose et

al., 1985). (The compartment is a region of lineage restriction:

Garcia-Bellido et al., 1973); each segment is made up of an

anterior and a posterior compartment). (A parasegment is made up

of neighbouring posterior and anterior compartments from adjacent

segments: Martinez-Arias and Lawrence, 1985; Ingham et al., 1985).

The segment polarity gene wingless is expressed in stripes

only a few cells wide in the most posterior region of the anterior

compartment and so abuts the engrailed expression (Akam,1987). The

relationship between engrailed and wingless has been further

investigated: the parasegments are defined by the interface

between cells expressing the homeoprotein engrailed and cells

expressing the secreted protein wingless (Dougan and DiNardo,

1992) .
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To test the necessity for the wingless gene for the correct

development of engrailed expressing cells, development of these

cells was studied in a mutant carrying thermosensitive alleles of

the wingless gene. The engrailed expressing cells have two

alternative fates: the cells in the anterior part of the region

of engrailed expression normally differentiate to form smooth

cuticle cells, whereas cells from the posterior half of the

engrailed stripe follow a denticular cell fate ie. they form

small, hair like projections. The removal of the wingless gene

after 8 hours of development caused an extra row of denticle cells

to form instead of cuticular cells, suggesting the fate of the

anterior row of cells had been altered by an absence of wingless

protein.

The posterior cells normally develop independently from the

wingless gene; either the cells do not receive a signal from the

wingless producing cells or the posterior cells may not be capable

of responding to the signal.

The two possibilities were addressed in the following way: a

mutant was isolated with the thermosensitive wingless gene, and

also with the naked mutation- embryos with this mutation do not

have any denticles and wingless is expressed in bands on both

sides of the engrailed stripe, rather than simply on the anterior

side of the engrailed expression. If the posterior cells were

following a cuticular fate in the naked mutant because they were

responsive to wingless then they should be restored to their

normal denticle phenotype by the removal of wingless.
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This is the case, suggesting that the posterior engrailed

expressing cells do not normally receive a signal from the

wingless producing cells and so take on the denticular fate,

whereas the effect of wingless on the engrailed expressing cells

is to specify a cuticular phenotype. The effect of the wingless

gene must only have a very short range however, since the

posterior cells never normally receive the signal. A similar model

for the effect of the wingless homologue in mouse (Wnt-1) has

recently been proposed (McMahon et al., 1992).

It is interesting that the engrailed gene is also expressed

at later stages of development in certain neurones of the periph¬

eral and central nervous systems (DiNardo et al., 1985); this two

stage expression was also found in other species (Patel et al.,

1989, Wedeen and Weisblat, 1991) suggesting a role in neuronal

specification as well as in segment polarity.

The engrailed expression patterns found in other species by

Patel et al. were obtained using the monoclonal antibody MAb 4D9,

which was raised against the Drosophila invected gene product and

found to cross-react with Drosophila engrailed. The antibody

staining observed in arthropods such as grasshopper, crayfish and

lobster was largely similar to that seen in Drosophila.
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The staining observed in the leech was markedly different

from that seen in Drosophila, grasshopper, crayfish and lobster

embryos. The staining was confined to the suboesophageal ganglion

in the anterior of the embryo. This staining suggested that the

leech engrailed gene was expressed in a pattern more like that

seen in chordates (MAb 4D9 was also used to determine the

expression pattern of engrailed in Chicken and Zebrafish).

The expression pattern of the engrailed gene in leech has

been determined by use of polyclonal antibodies directed against

leech engrailed itself (Wedeen and Weisblat,1991, see section

1.6.1). This work gave a result far more consistent with the

phylogeny of the leech, and also more consistent with the result

obtained for MAb 4D9 staining of another annelid, the oligochaete

Eisenia foetida.

The epitope for MAb 4D9 was delineated: residues 35 to 48 of

the homeobox were found to be critical for binding. Comparing the

deduced protein sequences in this region of engrailed genes from

the various species examined, various deductions can be made.

Residue 40 seems critical for binding: only organisms which encode

engrailed genes with a glycine at residue 40 are positive for MAb

4D9 staining; the leech engrailed gene has an asparagine at

residue 40.



1.3.6: Homeotic genes

Once the pattern of segments has been laid down, the homeotic

(or selector) genes impart specific identities to each segment

(Garcia-Bellido, 1977; Lewis, 1978).

In Drosophila the homeotic genes are present in two clusters

on the right arm of the third chromosome (Mahaffey et al., 1989).

The three genes of the Bithorax complex are required for the

establishment of segmental identity in a region from the second

thoracic segment through to the eighth abdominal segment (Hogness

et al., 1985).

The Antennapedia complex contains five genes: Antennapedia,

Sex combs reduced, Deformed, proboscipedia and labial (Mahaffey

and Kaufman, 1988). The genes of this cluster are involved in

specifying segmental identity to the anterior regions of the

embryo: labial, Deformed and proboscipedia are all involved in

specifying head segments while Antennapedia is required within the

first and second thoracic segments and Sex combs reduced is

required in the labial head segment (the most posterior head

segment) and the one next to it, ie. the first thoracic segment

(Sato et al. 1985).

The expression of some of the homeotic genes has been

resolved at the cellular level using antibodies directed against

the homeotic gene products (Mahaffey et al., 1989 ). The results of

this study suggest that, in the head, the domains of expression do

not overlap, whereas the domains of expression do overlap in the

trunk confirming the view that the identity of each segment is

controlled by multiple homeotic genes (Akam, 1987).



It is interesting that two different systems for designating

segments exist in neighbouring regions of the embryo. A different

pattern of homeotic protein accumulation exists between the dorsal

and ventral domains within the posterior segments: dorsally, a

segmental register of accumulation is seen, wheras ventrally the

pattern is parasegmental . The change in register correlates with

the change in cell type from dorsal epidermis to the ventral

neurogenic region (Campos-Ortega and Hardenstein, 1985) suggesting

different modes of regulation in the two cell types.

1.4: Targets of Homeotic genes

The target sequences of the homeotic genes have been inves¬

tigated (as mentioned above in section 1.3). Previous work has

shown that homeobox genes (eg. fushi tarazu) can activate their own

expression (Hiromi and Gehring, 1987). For fushi tarazu the

interaction is mediated through the homeoprotein binding a specific

sequence motif in the upstream region of the fushi tarazu gene

(Schier and Gehring, 1992).

A novel method for finding the genes affected by homeotic gene

expression has been developed ( Gould et al., 1990). The method

used an immunopurification technique to enrich for embryonic

chromatin to which the Ultrabithorax homeoprotein was bound in

vivo. Analysis of the fragments of DNA obtained revealed binding

sites for the Ultrabithorax homeoprotein in several sequences.

(These binding sites were revealed by similarity to sites

previously determined as homeoprotein binding sites in vitro).
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In two sequences, the binding sites were close to transcription

units which were regulated by Ultrabithorax in vivo ( this was

shown by screening a genomic library for sequences corresponding to

those obtained by the immunopurification, then labelling these

sequences and using them as in situ hybridization probes). The

patterns obtained reflected the presence or absence of the

Ultrabithorax gene product, suggesting that the sequences were

under the control of Ultrabithorax in vivo. A direct effect of

Ultrabithorax on the sequences is suggested by the fact that the

transcription units were identified by their ability to bind the

Ultrabithorax homeoprotein, and also because the sequences include

regions which have been shown to bind Ultrabithorax homeoprotein in

vitro. The effect of Ultrabithorax on the two loci identified is

different: transcription from one is enhanced in regions of the

embryo containing Ultrabithorax homeoprotein, while transcription

from the other is down- regulated, suggesting that the effect may

depend on the context of the gene bound.

1.5 : The Structure and Function of Homeoproteins

As previously mentioned, homeobox genes encode transcription

factors which share the same DNA binding domain, often made up of

very similar amino acid sequences. Several questions arise from

this initial scenario: how does the homeodomain bind DNA; how does

the specificity of binding arise for a particular homeodomain and

its target DNA sequence; how do homeobox genes interact if

expressed in the same cell and also how does the homeoprotein

influence the transcriptional apparatus within a cell so that an

alteration in expression of a target gene is achieved?
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1.5.1: Homeodomain Function

The function of the homeodomain was inferred from sequence

similarity between homeodomains and proteins known to bind DNA in

prokaryotes. Later work showed the precise nature of the

interaction; nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy was used to

investigate the structure of the Antennapedia protein and showed

four alpha-helices with a beta-turn between helices II and III

(Qian et al., 1989).

X-ray crystallography was used to determine the structure of

the engrailed homeodomain / DNA complex; the structure of the en¬

grailed homeodomain appears similar to that of Antennapedia :

engrailed has three helices and a N-terminal arm; helices I and II

lie antiparallel with helix III perpendicular to them, making many

contacts with the major groove of the DNA (Kissinger et al.,1990).

Amino acids within helix III have been shown to be important in the

specificity of binding of homeodomains to their targets and in some

cases a single amino acid substitution can change the sequence

recognized (Treisman et al., 1989; Schier and Gehring, 1992).

Helix III is also known as the recognition helix since it is

important in contacting the DNA.
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1.5.2: Functional regions other than the homeodomain

The fact that homeodomain binds DNA is not sufficient to

explain how transcription from a bound gene is altered; the

homeoprotein must contact elements of the transcriptional machinery

in order to affect the process. Other regions in the homeoprotein,

outside the homeodomain, must be important for the alteration of

transcription.

Work carried out on transcription factors which operate in

yeast has shown that transcriptional activation depends on short

regions of amino acids that are separate from the DNA binding

domain (Ptashne, 1985). The activator domains are thought to form

into short helices with significant negative charge.

Other types of activation domains have been characterised,

suggesting the proteins which are contacted by the factors which

have these other types of activation domain are different from

those contacted by factors bearing the acidic helix activator

domain mentioned above, but the factors must interact in a way

that alters the formation and stability of transcription initia¬

tion complexes (these complexes have been shown to remove the

inhibitory effect of histone association and nucleosome assembly

in vitro (Wolfe and Brown, 1988)).
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It has been shown that when an activation domain is linked to

a heterologous DNA binding domain, the activation domain can

activate transcription of genes with a binding site for the

heterologous factor and can do so in a number of species, sug¬

gesting a very high degree of evolutionary conservation of the

factors affected by the activation domain (Ptashne, 1985) . These

experiments give a view of transcription factors as assemblies of

functional domains which can operate (albeit less efficiently)

even if separate from the rest of the protein.

Recent work on the fushi tarazu homeoprotein has shown that a

phenotype attributed to autoactivation of the fushi tarazu gene is

induced by ectopic expression of that gene throughout Drosophila

embryos (Ish-Horowicz et al., 1989). The regions responsible for

the autoactivation were established by expressing a series of

fushi tarazu deletion constructs in developing embryos;

surprisingly the only region of the gene which could be removed

without abolishing the phenotype was the homeobox, suggesting the

other deletions removed regions important for the autoactivation

(Fitzpatrick et al., 1992).

The conclusion is that the phenotype ( observed when the

ectopic expression of fushi tarazu is achieved throughout the

embryo ) is initiated by protein- protein interactions alone- one

can imagine the mutant protein interacting with factors involved

in stabilizing the RNA polymerase II complex without being bound

to the DNA, or saturating the normal amount of a repressor which

responds to fushi tarazu protein.



1.6 Homeobox genes in leeches

Low stringency Southern blot hybridization has indicated the

presence of at least 16 to 18 homeobox containing genes in the

leech Helobdella triserialis (Weisblat et al., 1988); the con¬

struction and screening of genomic libraries from this and other

leeches has provided a number of leech homeobox genes, some of

which seem to be directly equivalent to Drosophila homeobox genes.

1.6.1 A leech homologue of the Drosophila engrailed gene

Low stringency hybridization of a Helobdella triserialis

genomic library (Wedeen et al., 1990) with a probe containing the

homeobox from a Drosophila engrailed cDNA clone provided a genomic

clone which was subcloned and partially sequenced (Wedeen et al.,

1991); conceptual translation confirmed that the sequence obtained

was homologous to engrailed within the homeodomain and also showing

that homology was present in a stretch of 19 residues towards the

C-terminal of the molecule.

One interesting feature of the leech sequence is a stretch of

13 serine residues near the C-terminal; Drosophila engrailed has

several of these motifs, which are thought to be targets for a

serine-threonine specific protein kinase ( the engrailed protein

has been shown to be a target of serine phosphorylation (Gay et

al., 1988)). It is possible that the stretch of serine residues in

the leech homologue is a target for a protein kinase, and that the

function of engrailed is modulated by phosphorylation in leech.

The expression pattern of leech engrailed has been determined

using polyclonal antibodies against a fusion protein generated from



a fragment of the sequence expressed in E. coli (Wedeen and

Weisblat, 1991).

The earliest expression is seen during late stage 7, in the

germinal bands, and consists of 2 or 3 stained nuclei on either

side of the midline. This earliest expression is in the 0/P

bandlet. This is followed by expression in the 0,P,Q and then M

and N bandlets. The N lineage provides the 7 expressing cells on

each side seen in the last part of this first phase of expression.

The appearance of segmental ganglia shows that the engrailed

expression is along the boundary between the ganglia, suggesting a

role in segmentation for this early phase of expression.

As development proceeds, the engrailed expression fades,

leaving only two expressing cells which move laterally with the

expanding germinal plate. New expression is noted in cells of the

segmental ganglia in a stereotyped spatiotemporal pattern, which

is maintained as late as stage 11 (juvenile leech).

The lineages of the expressing cells were investigated by

injection of fluorescent lineage tracer into the N teloblast

(section 1.1); it was found that the stripes of engrailed ex¬

pressing cells were derived entirely from the n^ blast cell, the

progeny of which contribute to the posterior part of the segment.

However, the cells expressing engrailed within the ganglia are

derived from both ns and nf blast cells. It is possible that the P

or Q cells produce engrailed expressing cells since such cells

have been observed near epidermal structures known as cell flo¬

rets, which are known to be derived exclusively from those cell

lines.



The biphasic expression of engrailed in leech is reminiscient

of the expression in Drosophila (where expression appears first in

segmentally iterated stripes, then in segmental ganglia) and also

in other arthropods (Patel et al., 1989).

1.6.2: The Lox genes: Lox2

The leech Helobdella robusta has been used for cloning

experiments because of the ease of its culture. The genes cloned

from this species (which is very closely related to Helobdella

triserialis) include Lox2, Lox3, Lox4, Lox5, Lox6, Lox7 and Lox8.

Lox2, Lox5 and Lox6 were cloned from a Helobdella robusta

genomic library using polymerase chain reaction (per) generated

fragments produced using primers designed to produce genes of the

Antennapedia type (Shankland et al., 1991). (The creation of this

Helobdella robusta library will be described in the results

section).

Lox2 appears to be closest to Ultrabithorax and abdominal A

in sequence: the homologies between the conceptual translations

extend beyond the homeobox towards the C-terminal end. Abdominal A

and Ultrabithorax are thought to have arisen from a duplication

relatively recently because of their similar sequences (Akam et

al., 1988).
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In situ hybridization has been carried out on whole mount

preparations of Helobdella robusta embryos, and shows Lox2 mRNA

in a contiguous domain of segmental ganglia showing a sharp

anterior boundary coincident with the boundary between the sixth

and seventh ganglia. The posterior boundary of expression is

between the posterior midbody and caudal ganglia and the intensity

of hybridization decreases in the posterior ganglia (Nardelli-

Haefliger and Shankland, 1992)

1.6.3: The Lox genes: Lox5, Lox6, Lox7 and Lox8

As mentioned above, Lox5 and Lox6 were cloned from a genomic

library by using per generated fragments as probes (Shankland et

al., 1991). The sequences of these genes were determined and

compared with known sequences; Lox5 is similar to Antennapedia in

the homeobox and the homology extends into the C-terminal region of

the conceptually translated protein by 16 residues.

Sequence analysis of Lox6 reveals that it is a homologue of

Deformed, and that there are four identical amino acids just

outside the homeobox.

Lox 7 and Lox8 have only been isolated as per generated

fragments (these fragments were generated by Dr.R.Kostriken, U.C.

Berkeley); their analysis is described in this thesis ( the se¬

quences obtained suggest that Lox7 is a homologue of labial, while

Lox8 is similar to Antennapedia, although Lox5 appears to be the

direct homologue).



1.6.4: Homeobox genes in Hirudo medicinalis

Low stringency hybridization carried out on a Hirudo medici¬

nalis library gave a clone which contained the leech homologue of

Ultrabithorax (Lox 2); in situ hybridization using part of this

clone as a probe on Hirudo medicinalis embryos gave a pattern

which is generally similar to that obtained by using the Helob-

della robusta Lox 2 probe on Helobdella robusta embryos, but has

two main differences. Firstly there is a sharp boundary of Lox2

transcription between the abdominal and caudal segments in Helob¬

della embryos, wheras in Hirudo a low level of transription is

apparent in the caudal segments. Secondly there are differences

between the transcription patterns in the genitalia of the two

leeches: a strong signal was obtained using Helobdella embryos

whereas only diffuse hybridization was seen for the Hirudo embry¬

os. The difference may be due to technical reasons, since two

slightly different methods were employed, but may also reflect the

anatomical differences between the leeches in this region. Such

differences may be due to differences in the usage of the Lox2

gene.

The transcription pattern of Lox2 is consistent with the

hypothesis that Lox2 is the leech homologue of Ultrabithorax and

abdominal A since the expression of Ultrabithorax and abdominal A

are seen in the posterior two-thirds and half of the embryo

respectively, but do not extend into the terminal abdominal

segment (Beachy et al., 1985; Karch et al., 1990),ie. in a manner

similar to the leech pattern.



Finding the expression patterns of homeobox genes in leech is

one of the most important steps towards ablating the gene in

particular cells: one must know which cells to inject into.

The effect of ablating the expression of a gene (such as Lox

2) in a few cells in leech embryos could be found, giving a

clearer picture of the function of the gene in terms of cell fate.

In Drosophila embryos it is not possible to ablate a particular

gene expression in a few cells in order to find out what the gene

does at a very fine level of detail.

1.7: Homeobox genes in higher organisms

It is hoped that the knowledge of gene function in terms of

cell fate obtained through use of leech embryos will be relevant

to higher organisms: homologues of developmentally significant

Drosophila genes are being found in chordates, with expression

patterns suggesting a developmental role in these higher organisms

(Murphy et al., 1989; Bastian and Gruss, 1990; Balling et al.,

1988). The expression of one of these homologues: Evx-1 (a mouse

homologue of the even-skipped gene) is biphasic, with expression

during early embryogenesis and also during neurogenesis, in a

manner reminiscient of even-skipped in Drosophila, suggesting a

conserved function for this gene (Bastian and Gruss, 1990).
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1.8: Thesis Outline

The materials and methods used in this thesis are contained

in chapter 2.

Chapter 3 deals with sequences produced by polymerase chain

reaction (per) from two previously unknown leech homeobox genes (

Lox 7 and Lox 8 ) and another sequence which has no homology to

known homeoboxes.

Chapter 4 is an account of the construction of a genomic

library from Helobdella robusta; some information on the screening

of this library by myself and other workers is included as proof

of the success of the construction.

Screening of the Helobdella robusta genomic and cDNA li¬

braries with Lox 7 and Lox 8 is reported in chapter 5, along with

some results of the characterization of the clones obtained by

screening the genomic library with a Lox 2 probe.

cDNA library screening with the leech engrailed homologue

and analysis of clones obtained from that cDNA library screen is

reported in chapter 6. An overall summary of the thesis is pre¬

sented in chapter 7, along with suggestions for further work.



Chapter 2: Materials and Methods
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2: MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1: DMA Sequencing

The Sanger chain termination method was used with a Klenow

3 5
based sequencing kit (DSK S Stratagene). The templates used were

double stranded, Caesium chloride (CsCl) purified plasmids

(section 2.5.2) .

2.1.1: Double Stranded DMA Denaturation

The double stranded DNA was denatured to allow the sequencing,

reactions to take place. 2-3 ug of CsCl purified DNA was added to

4ul of denaturation solution (1M NaOH, ImM EDTA); water was added

to a final volume of 20ul. The DNA was incubated for 5 minutes at

room temperature. The reaction was neutralized by the addition of

2ul of 2M ammonium acetate (pH 5.4 with glacial acetic acid). The

reaction was placed on ice and 55ul of chilled 100% ethanol was

added. The DNA was precipitated at -70°C for 20 minutes and

pelleted in a microcentrifuge for 10 minutes, washed with 70%

ethanol and vacuum dried.

2.1.2: Annealing and Sequencing Reactions.

25ng of oligonucleotide primer (T7 and T3 primers supplied

with the kit were used) was added to the pellet along with 1.5 ul

of 16.7x annealing buffer (833mM Tris-HCl, 83mM MgCl2, 83mM DTT,

16.7mM EDTA) and the final volume was adjusted to 12 ul with

water. 2ul of 35S-dATP was added and the mixture incubated at 65°C

for 5 minutes. The mixture was centrifuged for 3 seconds and

chilled on ice for 5 minutes, and lul of Klenow enzyme was added.
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3ul of this reaction mixture was then added to four tubes

marked A, C, G and T. The appropriate mixture of deoxy and di-

deoxynucleotides was added to each tube, so that tube A produced a

set of nested fragments terminated by the addition of dideoxy ATP

, tube C produced fragments terminated by dideoxy OTP and so on.

The reactions were left at 37°C for 20 minutes before lul of chase

mix ( containing lul Klenow per lOul chase mix to enhance the

clarity of the bands) was added to each tube. The reactions were

incubated for a further 15 minutes and terminated by the addition

of 6ul of stop mix. The reactions were denatured by boiling for 1

minute prior to loading onto polyacrylamide gels. Reactions not

immediately loaded were kept on ice to maintain denaturation for

up to 20 minutes.

2.1.3: Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis of Sequencing Reac¬

tions

The fragments produced by the process outlined above were

resolved on 6% acrylamide gels as follows: the gels were cast

between glass plates which had been thoroughly washed with deter¬

gent, then rinsed with distilled water and then with ethanol and

allowed to dry. One plate was treated with a 1% solution of

dichlorodimethyl silane in trichloroethane (BDH "Repelcote") to

ensure the gel stuck to the other plate when the plates were

separated prior to gel drying. The 6% acrylamide was made up of

18ml of 20% acrylamide stock and 42 ml of urea mix:



20% ACRYLAMIDE STOCK UREA MIX

96.5g Acrylamide 210g Ultrapure Urea

210g Ultrapure Urea 50ml lOxTBE

3.35g Methylene-bis-acrylamide

50ml lOxTBE

Volumes adjusted to 500ml with distilled water; both solu¬

tions passed through Whatman 50 filters and degassed.

Polymerization was initiated by the addition of 175ul of a

25% solution of ammonium persulphate and 50ul of N'-tetramethy-

lethylenediamine (TEMED). The solution was poured between the

plates which were sealed with tape and clamped with bulldog clips.

Once set the gel was run at 40W for at least 20 minutes (to

establish the operating temperature and ensure that the fragments

remained denatured) and the wells were rinsed with running buffer

(lxTBE) to remove any urea that had run out of the gel. The

denatured sequencing reactions were loaded and the gel run for

approximately 90 minutes, then second samples of the same

reactions were loaded and electrophoresed for another 90 minutes

to increase the amount of information obtained.

The plates were separated and the gel removed from the

supporting plate by sticking it to a sheet of Whatman 3MM paper.

The gel was dried at 70°C and autoradiography carried out. Expo¬

sures were usually 2 to 3 days (Fuji RX film).
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2.1.4: Sequence Analysis

The sequences were read directly and verified by comparison

with opposite strand sequences obtained as outlined above. The

sequences obtained were compared with known homeobox sequences in

the EMBL, Genbank and NBRF databanks accessed using the Daresbury

computer.

2.2: Genomic Library Construction

2.2.1: Leech culture

Leeches of the species Helobdella robusta were grown in small

volumes of artificial pondwater ( a 1% solution of artificial

seawater made from either "Instant Ocean or "Tropic Marin") which

was changed on a daily basis. Small snails ( Lymnaea stagnalis)

were fed to the leeches whenever it was noted that the diverticula

of the gut were empty ( usually every two or three days).

The main perturbation in the population was infection: the

leeches frequently developed a white growth on their heads or

tails. Leeches were treated with 1% methylene blue, or grown in

media containing antibiotic (gentamycin at a final concn. of

50ug/ml). The toxic effects of these treatments usually affected

the viability of the leeches. Growing leeches in tetracycline at a

concentration of 25ug/ml seemed to do little to counteract the

infection problem. The snails were frozen before being fed to the

leeches, but this also had little effect.
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2.2.2: Genomic DNA extraction

A group of 100 adult Helobdella robusta were starved in

artificial pondwater for 10 days to ensure they contained little

DNA from the snails they were fed on. The leeches were placed at

-70°C and crushed to a fine powder in a precooled mortar and

pestel.

The powder was suspended in solution 1 (0.1M NaCl, 30mM

Tris-HCl, lOmM EDTA, 0.5% Triton X-100, 0.07% B-Mercaptoethanoi,

pH8) and then centrifuged at 6000rpm for 7 minutes. The pellets

produced were each dissolved in 600ul solution 2 (lOOmM Tris base,

lOOmM NaCl, 20mM EDTA, pH8) by prolonged vortex mixing. lOOul of

10% lauroyl sarcosine and 30 ul of proteinase K (lOmg/ml) wre

added and the reaction incubated at 50°C for 1 hour. A further 30

ul of proteinase K was added and the reaction left overnight.

The reaction was phenol/ chloroform extracted and back

extracted twice, then extracted with 24:1 chloroform: amyl alcohol

and water saturated diethyl ether. The last traces of ether were

boiled off by placing the reaction at 58°C for 30 minutes. The DNA

was precipitated by addition of sodium acetate (pH 6.7 to a final

concentration of 0.3M) and 2 volumes of chilled 100% ethanol, and

pelleted by centrifugation at lOOOOrpm for 10 minutes at 4°C. The

pellet was washed with 70% ethanol and vacuum dried before being

resuspended in TE (lOmM Tris-HCl, ImM EDTA, pH8) and stored frozen

for further use.
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2.2.3: Partial Sau3A digest

The genomic DNA obtained as outlined above was digested with

a range of concentrations of the restriction enzyme Sau3A in order

to create the maximum number of fragments in the size range 15-20

kb. Fragments of this size are more readily packaged when inserted

into bacteriophage derived vectors such as EMBL3 (see section

2.2.4). A partial digest with an enzyme which recognizes a 4bp.

sequence is used to create an overlapping set of fragments and

maximize the representativeness of the library.

Two tubes were prepared; one containing diluted enzyme and

the other genomic DNA thus:

ENZYME DILUTION

31ul buffer A

lul (5U) Sau3A

GENOMIC DNA

50ul Genomic DNA

9ul lOx buffer A

31ul dds H20

90ul

A series of tubes were numbered 1 to 5; 30ul from the genomic

DNA tube was added to tube 1, along with lul of diluted enzyme.

Tube 2 contained 15ul of the genomic DNA along with 15ul from tube

1, so that the enzyme concentration is half that in tube 1. Tube 3

contained 15ul of genomic DNA and 15ul from tube 2 so that the

enzyme concentration is half that in tube 2 and so on.
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The restriction digests were run out on an 1% agarose gel

along with markers and the distances migrated by 15 and 20kb.

fragments calculated. The lane with the strongest ethidium bromide

fluorescence in the 15 to 20kb. area was decided and the reaction

which had half as much enzyme as the one which gave the brightest

fluorescence was chosen as giving ideal digestion conditions. (

The brightest fluorescence in the 15 to 20kb. region indicates the

largest mass of DNA of that size, but the largest number of

recombinant 'phage would be generated by a slight underdigestion,

since smaller fragments are not packaged when ligated into

insertion vectors).

A large scale digest of genomic DNA was carried out using the

conditions empirically defined above. The digest was

phenol/chloroform extracted and ethanol precipitated, washed with

70% ethanol and resuspended in lul prior to ligation.

2.2.4: The insertion vector lambda EMBL3a

EMBL3 was used as large fragments of foriegn DNA can be

inserted (8-23kb.) and non-recombinant 'phage can be selected

against by using Spi (sensitivity to prophage interference)

selection.

The vector was supplied as purified arms (Promega) with the

linker regions removed by differential precipitation, which

reduced the possibility of creating non-recombinants in the

ligation reaction. The background of non-recombinants was esti¬

mated by ligation of the arms in the same quantity used in the

actual ligation. The arms were packaged using the same packaging

extract as for the genomic library construction (section 2.2.5).



2.2.5: Ligation

The ligation reactions used in the genomic library construc¬

tion were carried out in small volumes to maximize concatamer

formation; DNA in this form is the best substrate for packaging

extracts (section 2.2.5). The control ligation of arms alone used

similar conditions.

GENOMIC LIBRARY CONSTRUCTION CONTROL

2ul EMBL3 arms (lug DNA) 2ul EMBL3 arms(lug DNA)

lul Sau3A digested leech DNA (lug DNA) 0.5ul lOmM ATP

0.5ul lOmM ATP 0.5ul lOx Ligation buffer

0.5ul lOx Ligation buffer 0.5ul T4 DNA Ligase (2U)

0.5ul T4 DNA Ligase (2 U) 1.5ul dds HjO

0.5ul dds H20

The ligations were incubated at room temperature for 1 hour,

then placed at 4°C for 3 days. The buffer used was that supplied

in the ligation kit as a lOx stock. (Stratagene) (500mM NaCl, 70mM

MgCl2, lOmM DTT)

2.2.6: Packaging and Amplification

The packaging used Gigapack plus extracts, following the

manufacturers recommendations. Two complementary extracts were

supplied; 1.6ul of ligation mix was added to the freshly thawed

freeze/thaw extract, followed by 15ul of sonicate. The tube was

spun briefly and incubated at rt. for 2 hours. 500ul of 'phage



dilution buffer (lOOmM NaCl, lOmM MgS04, 50mM Tris-HCl, pH7.5)

was added along with lOul of chloroform. The tube was spun briefly

to remove any debris precipitated by the chloroform. Small volumes

(2ul) of the library were plated on both LE 392 and P2 392 to

determine the number of non-recombinants (LE 392 is permissive for

both recombinant and non-recombinant 'phage, while P2 392 will

only allow the growth of recombinant 'phage since it carries the

P2 prophage).

The amplification was carried out by plating the packaged

ligation on a baking tray containing NZY-Agarose using P2 392

bacteria as hosts. The hosts were grown from a single colony,

overnight ) at 30°C to ensure that the cells were in log phase) in

TB medium supplemented with MgS04 and maltose to final concen¬

trations of lOmM and 0.2% respectively. The plated library was

allowed to grow for 7 hours, when small plagues were noted. 150ml

of 'phage dilution buffer was immediately added and the tray left

at 4o0 overnight to allow the 'phage particles to diffuse into the

buffer; the buffer was collected in a 250ml centrifuge bottle and

the plate was washed with 50ml of 'phage dilution buffer. 2ml of

chloroform was added to the 'phage suspension and incubated for 30

minutes. The suspension was then spun at 6000rpm for 5 minutes to

remove any precipitated material. The supernatant was stored at

4°C.

The supernatant was then diluted and the number of plaque

forming units (pfu.) per ml was determined using P2 392 as hosts.



2.3: 'Phage Library Screening

Libraries used: Helobdella robusta Genomic Library (section 2.2)

: Embryonic Helobdella robusta cDNA library con¬

structed in lambda ZAP Uni-XR using mRNA extracted from embryos

of a range of stages (received from Denise Nardelli-Haefliger and

Marty Shankland, Harvard Medical School).

Libraries were plated on 150mm radius plates containing NZY-

Agarose at a density of either 20000 per plate for genomic

screening or 50000 per plate for cDNA library screening. 200000

plaques were screened for the genomic library and 500000 plaques

were screened for the cDNA library. Host bacteria were grown

overnight, centrifuged, resuspended in sterile lOmM MgSO^ and the

optical density at 600nm (OD^qq) was adjusted to 0.5 by dilution

with lOmM MgSO^. 600ul of this suspension was inoculated with the

appropriate amount of previously titred library and incubated at

37°C for 20 minutes. 10ml of molten top agarose was added to each

suspension and plated onto prewarmed, dried NZY- Agarose plates.

The plates, once set, were incubated either overnight (genomic

library) or for 8 hours (cDNA library).

Both libraries were lifted onto nitrocellulose membranes

(Millipore HATF or Amersham Hybond-C) in the same way: each plate

was used to produce 2 duplicate filters; the first filter was

placed on the plaques and left for 1 minute while the second

filter was left on for 2 minutes. The exact position of the

filters was marked by puncturing filter and membane with a needle



dipped in waterproof ink. The filters were peeled off the plates

and submerged in denaturing solution (1.5M NaCl, 0.5M Na OH) for

2 minutes, then transferred to neutralizing solution (1.5M NaCl,

0.5M Tris-HCl pH7.4) for 5 minutes. The filters were washed in 2x

SSC and dried on blotting paper before the DNA was fixed to the

membrane by baking for 1 to 2 hours at 80°C.

The filters were hybridized as described for Southern blots

(section 2.7) and exposed to X-ray film ( using intensification

screens to enhance any signals) for three or four days. Any

signals which corresponded on both of the duplicate filters were

used to remove the appropriate section from the agarose plate;

this was done by using the blunt end of an autoclaved pasteur

pipette. Plugs taken in ths way were placed in 1ml of 'phage

dilution buffer and incubated at rt. for 1 or 2 hours to elute the

'phage. These stocks were stored at 4°C and used in secondary

screens: the stock was plated so as to give approximately 200

plaques on a 90mm petri dish, which were lifted onto nitrocellu¬

lose and hybridized as described above; well isolated positive

plaques were taken and used to make stocks as described above;

tertiary screens were carried out to ensure the stocks created

contained only pure, hybridizing 'phage. DNA was prepared from

these stocks as described later (section 2.5.3).



2.4: Preparation of Radiolabelled DNA probes

2.4.1: Random Priming

This method is a variation on that used by Feinberg and

Vogelstein (1983). A Boehringer-Mannheim kit was used to label

linearized, gel-isolated fragments of 100 to lOOObp. in length.

lOOng of DNA was used per reaction in the following way: ddsf^O

was added to the DNA to a final volume of 9ul; the DNA was dena¬

tured by heating (95°C, 10 minutes), then placed on ice. 3ul of

deoxynucleotide mix (dATP, dTTP and dGTP at 0.5mM, buffered to

pH7.5) was added along with 2ul of reaction mix ( random hexanu-

3 2
cleotides in lOx reaction buffer). 5ul of P- dCTP, 6000Ci/mmol

was added along with lul of the Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase

1 (5U/ul). The reaction was incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes to 2

hours and unincorporated nucleotides were removed by size exclu¬

sion chromatography using 1ml Sephadex G50 columns. The specific

activity of the probes produced was estimated by Liquid Scintil¬

lation Counting of 2ul samples after chromatography; values of lx

8 9
10 to lx 10 cpm/ug. were obtained.
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2.4.2: Oligonucleotide Labelling

Oligonucleotides were labelled using T4 polynucleotide kinase

32in an exchange reaction between the oligonucleotide and P- ATP.

lOpmoles of a 60 base oligonucleotide were labelled per reaction

thus: to the lul of oligonucleotide 2ul of lOx reaction buffer (

7 00mM Tris-HCl, lOOmM MgCl2,50mM DTT, pH7.6), 5ul of 32P-ATP,
5000Ci/mmol, lul (8U) of polynucleotide kinase and llul of ddsHjO.

were added. The reaction was incubated at 37°C for 1 hour, then

unincorporated nucleotides were removed as previously described.

The specific activity of the probes produced was estimated as

previously; the activities were similar to the specific activity

of the radiolabelled nucleotide.

2.5: DNA Preparations

2.5.1: Small scale Plasmid DNA preparation

Small scale plasmid preparations were used in conjunction

with Southern blotting to ensure that plasmids constructed in the

subcloning processes used (section 2.6 ) contained the inserts

expected.

10ml of LB medium was suppplemented with ampicillin (final

concentration 50ug/ml) and inoculated with a single, well isolated

colony. The culture was grown, with shaking, overnight and the

cells were harvested by centrifugation ( 5000rpm, 5 minutes). The

pelleted bacteria were resuspended in 200ul of solution 1 (50mM

glucose, lOmM EDTA, 25mM Tris-HCl pH8), then after adding 400ul of

solution 2 (0.2M NaOH, 1% SDS) the bacteria were placed on ice for
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5 minutes- to denature the DNA. The pH of the mixture was

neutralized by adding 300ul of solution 3 (3M sodium acetate,

pH4.8), and left on ice for a further 10 minutes so the plasmid

DNA could renature, leaving the bacterial proteins and DNA com-

plexed with the precipitated Na SDS. The bacterial debris was

removed from the solution by centrifugation (10000rpm,10 minutes).

600ul of isopropanol was added to the supernatant, which was

placed at -70°C for 10 minutes to precipitate the DNA. The DNA was

pelleted by centrifugation (10000 rpm, 10 minutes) and resuspended

in 200ul of 0.3M sodium acetate pH 6.7. The DNA was then phenol

extracted, chloroform extracted and ethanol precipitated, then

resuspended in 30ul TE. The DNA produced was adequate for

restriction digests.

2.5.2s Large scale Plasmid DNA preparations

Large amounts of high purity plasmid DNA was necessary for

the production of fragments which were to be radioactively la¬

belled and for DNA sequencing (section 2.1). The method used is

a modification of that described by Ish-Horovitz and Burke (1983).

10ml cultures were prepared as described previously (section

2.5.1) and used to inoculate 500ml lots of LB supplemented with

ampicillin (final concentration 50ug/ml). The 500ml cultures were

grown overnight at 37°C in an orbital incubator. The bacteria were

harvested by centrifugation at 5000rpm for 5 minutes and

resuspended in 20ml of distilled water. 40ml of solution 2 (see

section 2.5.1) was added and gently mixed with the bacteria and

the mixture left on ice for 10 minutes. 30ml of solution 3 (see
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section 2.5.1) was added and the mixture vigorously shaken, then

placed on ice for 10 minutes. The solution was centrifuged at

8000rpm for 5 minutes to pellet the bacterial debris and the

plasmid DNA in the supernatant was precipitated by the addition of

60ml of isopropanol. The DNA was pelleted by centrifugation

(8000rpm, 10 minutes at 4°C) and resuspended in 3ml of TE. The

plasmid DNA was purified by isopycnic density gradient centrifu-

gation thus: the DNA from the plasmid preparation was added to

exactly 9.8g of CsCl and TE was added until the CsCl dissolved.

0.7ml of Ethidium bromide (lOmg/ml) was added and the solution

placed in a 13.5ml Beckman "quickseal" ultracentrifuge tube. The

tube was filled with TE and sealed. Ultracentrifugation was

carried out for over 40 hours (40000rpm, 20°C) in a Beckman L7-65

ultracentrifuge. The band produced was removed using an 18 gauge

hypodermic needle and the DNA was purified from the ethidium

bromide by serial extractions with isoamyl alcohol, and the CsCl

was removed by precipitating the DNA twice with ethanol. The DNA

was resuspended in 500ul of TE, which gave a concentration of 0.5-

2ug/ul.

2.5.3: Small scale bacteriophage DNA preparations

Small amounts of bacteriophage DNA was prepared from plate

lysates thus: a single colony of a suitable bacterial host was

used to inoculate 10ml of TB medium supplemented with maltose and

MgSO^ (final concentrations 0.2% and lOmM respectively); the

culture was incubated overnight at 30°C in an orbital incubator.

The cells were spun at 2000rpm for 10 minutes and resuspended in

5ml of lOmM MgSC>4, then stored at 4°C until needed.



Plate lysate stocks were made thus: 200ul of 'phage stock

from a single plaque (section 2.3) was mixed with 200ul of host

cells and incubated at 37°C for 20 minutes. The infected bacteria

were plated onto dried, 150mm NZY plates using molten (50°C) NZY-

Agarose (10ml per 150mm plate). Once hardened, the plates were

inverted and incubated at 37°C overnight. Plates were inspected to

ensure that the lysis was complete ,then the plate surface was

overlaid with 10ml of 'phage dilution buffer and placed at 4°C

overnight to allow the 'phage to diffuse into the buffer. The

'phage suspension was removed from the plate and 200ul of CHCl3

was added. The suspension was centrifuged to remove any bacterial

debris (4000rpm, lOminutes).

DNA was extracted from the cleared lysate by using a Qiagen

kit: first 25ul of buffer LI (RNAse A 2Omg/ml,DNAse 1 6mg/ml in

lOmM EDTA, 300mM NaCl, 0.2mg/ml BSA, pH7.5) was added to the

'phage suspension, which was incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. 2ml

of L2 (30% polyethylene glycol (PEG), 3M NaCl) was added and the

suspension placed on ice for 1 hour to precipitate the 'phage

particles. The 'phage were resuspended in 1ml of L3 (lOOmM Tris-

HCl, lOOmM NaCl, 25mM EDTA, pH 7.5), to which 1ml of L4 (4%SDS)

was added. The solution was mixed gently and incubated at 70°C for

10 minutes, then placed on ice. The solubilized protein was

precipitated by the addition of 1ml of L5 ( 3M potassium acetate,

pH4.8) and removed from solution by centrifugation (12000rpm, 30

minutes).



The DNA was recovered by ion-exchange chromatography using

Qiagen minicolumns; the columns were first equilibrated with 1ml

of QBT (75OmM NaCl, 50mM MOPS, 15% ethanol, pH7.0), then loaded

with the DNA solution and washed with two 1ml lots of QC (1M

NaCl,50mM MOPS, 15% ethanol, pH 7.0). The DNA was eluted in 1.5ml

of QF (1.2M NaCl, 50mM MOPS, pH 8.0) and precipitated with 0.7

volumes of isopropanol. The DNA was pelleted, washed with 70%

ethanol, resuspended in TE, and stored at 4°C until needed.

2.5.4: Large scale bacteriophage DNA preparations

Large amounts of bacteriophage DNA was produced from 11

liquid cultures which were infected at low multiplicity. A volume

of previously titred plate lysate stock (section 2.5.3) which

contained approximately 5x 107 'phage was mixed with lO''"0 host

cells grown, harvested and resuspended in lOmM MgSO^ as described

(section 2.5.3). The culture was grown overnight at 37°C in an

orbital incubator. Splintery debris was normally seen in the

culture after overnight incubation, if not the culture was incu¬

bated for a further 3 hours and the DNA extracted using the Qiagen

protocol outlined above.

2.5.5: Oligonucleotide Synthesis

Oligonucleotides were obtained from the Oswel DNA synthesis

service, Department of Chemistry, Kings Buildings, West Mains

Road, Edinburgh.
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2.6: Subcloning of DNA fragments

2.6.1: Plasmid vectors

Fragments from clones isolated from library screens were

digested and cloned into the plasmid vector pBluescript II (KS)-

(Stratagene). This vector is derived from pUC19, and contains the

useful features of pUC 19: a polylinker region in the B- galac-

tosidase gene (lac-Z) allowing blue-white selection of colonies

containing recombinant plasmids on plates containing the chromo-

genic substrate 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-B-D galactoside (X-gal)

; high copy number; ampicillin resistance gene. The pBluescript

plasmid also has bacteriophage T3 and T7 promoters flanking the

polylinker allowing production of both sense and antisense

riboprobes from the inserted sequence and the fl(-) origin of

replication allowing production of single stranded, antisense DNA

on co-infection with helper 'phage.

2.6.2: Bacterial strains

All strains used were E.coli K12.

XL-1 Blue: (mcrA)182, (mcrCB-hsdSMR-mrr)172, endAl, supE44, thi-

1, recA, gyrA96, relAl, lac, [F' proAB, lacl^Z M15]; this strain

was used as a host for plasmids constructed using pBluescript II

KS(-) since it expresses the C-terminal end of thelac-Z gene and

so complements the N-terminal end produced from the plasmid, so

that non-recombinants give a blue colour on X-gal.



LE 392: el4~(mcrA), hsdR514, supE44, supF58, lacYl or (lacIZY)6,

galT22, metBl, trpR55 ; a permissive host for both recombinant and

non-recombinant 'phage.

P2 392; LE 392 (P2 lysogen); a host which does not allow non-

recombinants to grow, which was used for propogating the genomic

library described in section 2.2.

2.6.3: Bacterial Media

LB Broth and Agar; 10g/l Tryptone (Difco), 5g/l Yeast

Extract, 10g/l NaCl, pH7.4. L Agar contained the same with 15g/l

of agar. LB broth was used for cultures of bacteria for plasmid

preparations, while L Agar was used to propogate both normal and

ampicillin resistant bacteria on plates. Ampicillin was added to

the autoclaved media (from a stock solution of 50mg/ml) to a final

concentration of 50ug/ml (broth) or lOOug/ml (plates).

NZY Broth and Agar; 10g/l NaCl, 2g/l MgSO^^HjO, 5g/l Yeast

Extract, 10g/l NZ Amine, pH7.4. NZY Agar contained the same with

15 g/1 of agar. NZY Agarose contained 7g/l agarose. NZY Agar was

used for the propogation of 'phage hosts on plates, while NZY

Agarose was used when DNA was prepared from plate lysates (section

2.5.3.). A top layer of NZY Agarose was also used on plates which

were used in library screening (section 2.3).
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TB Broth; 10g/l NaCl, 5g/l Tryptone (Difco), pH7.4. MgSO^ and

maltose were added to give final concentrations of lOmM and 0.2%

respectively. This media was used to grow the host cells (P2 392,

section 2.6.3) for the genomic library.

2xYT; 16g/l Tryptone (Difco), 10g/l Yeast Extract, 10g/l

NaCl, pH 7.4.

Indicator plates; blue/white selection was achieved by use of

L Agar plates supplemented with ampicillin as described above, and

spread (using sterile glass spreaders) with 40ul of a stock

solution of X-gal (20mg/ml in dimethyl formamide) and 4ul of

isopropyl thio -B-D-galactoside (IPTG) (200ug/ml).

All media were autoclaved at 121°C, 2 bar. for 15 minutes,

edia additives which could not be autoclaved were filter steri¬

lized using 0.22u filters (Sartorius).

Liquid cultures were grown overnight at 37°C in an orbital

incubator to ensure aeration, except for cultures in TB broth,

which were grown at 30°C to ensure the bacteria were still in log

phase the next morning.
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2.6.4: Plasmid Excision

Subcloning fragments from the positive clones obtained from

the cDNA library was circumvented by using the fl origin present

in the lambda ZAP Uni-XR vector to cause plasmid excision; 200ul

of XL-1 Blue cells (grown and adjusted to an ODg00 of 1) were

mixed with 200ul of 'phage stock from plugs (section 2.3) and 20ul

of R408 helper 'phage (lxlO11 pfu/ml). This mixture was incubated

at 37°C for 15 minutes, after which 5ml of 2xYT medium was added

and the incubation continued for 6 hours in the orbital incubator.

The mixture was then incubated at 70°C for 20 minutes to

inactivate the parent lambda 'phage and kill the bacteria. The

mixture was then centrifuged at 3500rpm. for 5 minutes and the

supernatant was decanted into a sterile 15ml tube. The supernatant

contained both helper 'phage and the Bluescript phagemid packaged

in fl 'phage proteins. 200ul of supernatant was mixed with 200ul

XL-1 Blue cells (ODg0Q =1) and the mixture was incubated for 15

minutes at 37°C to allow the particles to infect the host

bacteria. The mixture was diluted up to 1000 fold and lOOul

samples were plated onto L Agar plates supplemented with ampicil-

lin.
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2.6.5: Constuction of Subclones

The inserts in the plasmids derived as described in section

2.6.4 were too large to be sequenced directly so the following

strategy was used: large scale plasmid preparations were carried

out on all the plasmids obtained and the fragments excised from

the plasmids by restriction digest with EcoRl and Xhol. The

fragments were gel isolated (section 2.6.6) and digested with

Sau3A. The fragments were phenol/chloroform extracted and ethanol

precipitated. The fragments were resuspended and ligated into the

BamHl site of pBluescript II (KS)(-) as described in section

2.2.4. Colonies harbouring recombinant plasmids were identified by

colony hybridization (section 2.6.7) using the probe used to

identify the cDNA clones from which the plasmids were excised.



2.6.6: Fragment Isolation

Fragments of DNA were isolated from restriction digests in the

following way: the digest was phenol/chloroform extracted and

ethanol precipitated as described in section 2.6.5, then run out

on a 1% agarose gel (section 2.7.2) prepared using SeaKem GTG

Agarose (Flowgen). The fragment of interest was excised from the

gel and placed in a Spin-X column (Costar). The column was cen-

trifuged for 15 minutes at 14000 rpm and the volume of buffer

removed from the agarose by this process was estimated. The DNA in

the liquid was precipitated by the addition of 0.1 volumes of 3M

Na Acetate, pH7.0 and 2.2 volumes of chilled 100% ethanol.

The resuspended DNA fragment was a reliable substrate for

labelling with the random primed method or for ligation reactions.

2.6.7: Colony Hybridization

Colony Hybridization was used to find colonies which had

plasmids which contained the required insert after transformation

of competent cells with ligation mixtures. Nitrocellulose filters

(Hybond-C, Amersham) were used.

Colonies were transferred from L Agar plates by placing the

nitrocellulose filters on the surface of the plates for 1 minute

(or 2 minutes for subsequent lifts from the same plate) marking

the exact position of the filter with a needle then placing the

filter on a sheet of Whatman 3MM paper soaked in lOx SDS for 3

minutes, then on a sheet soaked in denaturing solution (as in

section 2.7.3) for 5 minutes, then on one soaked in neutralizing
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solution for 5 minutes and finally on a sheet soaked in 2xSSC for

5 minutes. The filters were allowed to dry, then baked for 2 hours

at 80°C to fix the DNA.

The filters were screened at high stringency as described in

section 2.7.4.

2.6.8: Bacterial Transformation

E.coli XL-1 Blue cells were made competent for transformation

in the following way: a single colony was used to inoculate 100ml

of LB Broth; this culture was grown overnight at 37°C and the

cells recovered by centrifugation ( 4000rpm, 10 minutes) in

sterile 10ml tubes. The pellets were resuspended in a total of

20ml of sterile, ice-cold 0.1M CaCl2, then centrifuged again using

the same conditions. The cells were resuspended in a total of 4ml

of sterile, ice-cold 0.1M CaClj. Cells not used immediately were

kept at 4°C for up to 5 days.

Plasmid DNA was introduced into the competent cells by mixing

200ul aliquots of cells with up to lOng of DNA in a volume of lOul

and incubating the mixture at 0°C for 30 minutes. The competent

cells were heat shocked by placing the cells at 42°C for 90

seconds, then transferring the cells to an ice bath and cooling

them for 2 minutes. 800ul of LB broth was added to the cells and

the mixture was incubated at 37°C for 45 minutes.

Transformed bacteria were selected by plating 200ul aliquots

onto L Agar plates supplemented with ampicillin and incubating the

plates (once dry) overnight at 37°C.



2.7: Southern Blotting

2.7.1: Bacteriophage and Plasmid DNA Restriction Digests

Restriction digests were usually carried out using 4-8 units

of restriction enzyme per ug of DNA in a volume large enough that

the final concentration of glycerol did not exceed 5%. The

incubation time varied between 1 and 3 hours depending on how much

DNA was digested.

2.7.2: Agarose gel electrophoresis

DNA fragments were separated using agarose gels; 0.8% agarose

was used to separate fragments of size 2- 30kb, while small

fragments (lOObp- 2kb) were separated with 1% agarose. Restriction

digests were applied directly to the gel after addition of 1/5

volume of loading buffer (40% sucrose, 2.5mg/ml bromophenol blue).

The agarose was dissolved in lx TAE ( lOx TAE is 0.4M Tris-HCl,

0.2M Na acetate, lOmM EDTA, pH 8 with glacial acetic acid) and

once cooled 2.5ul of ethidium bromide (stock solution; lOmg/ml)

was added per 50ml of gel. The gels were run using either lambda

DNA digested with Hind III or phix 174 DNA digested with Haelll as

molecular weight markers.
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2.7.3: Southern Transfer

DNA was transferred from agarose gels to nylon membranes

(Hybond-N, Amersham), using a method based on that used by South¬

ern (1975) .

Gels used to separate restriction fragments as described

above were photographed,then placed in a large volume of denatur¬

ing solution (0.5M NaOH, 1.5M NaCl) for 45 minutes to separate the

strands of DNA. The gel was then placed in neutralizing solution

(0.5M Tris-HCl, 1.5M NaCl, pH7.4) for 30 minutes, after which the

neutralizing solution was changed and the gel left for a further

15 minutes. The single stranded DNA was transferred to the nylon

membrane by capillary action: the gel was placed on a sheet of

Whatman 3MM paper soaked in transfer buffer (lOx SSC, 20x SSC is

3M NaCl, 0.3M Na Citrate, pH7.0), the ends of which were placed in

a reservoir of transfer buffer. A nylon membrane which was just

bigger than the gel was placed on the surface of the gel. Two

sheets of Whatman 3MM paper which had been soaked in 2x SSC were

placed on the membrane, and the gel was surrounded in clingfilm. A

stack of paper towels was placed onto the 3MM papers and a 1kg

weight was placed on the towels. A stack of 8 cm was sufficient

for overnight blots.

The membrane was removed the next day and washed in 6x SSC

for 5 minutes to remove any adhering agarose. After drying, the

membrane was either baked for 2 hours at 80°C or exposed to UV

light (1200 uJ) to fix the DNA.
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2.7.4: Hybridization

Two methods of hybridization were used; one for low strin¬

gency and one for high stringency:

Low stringency hybridizations were carried out in the fol¬

lowing buffer (McGinnis et al. 1984): 43% Formamide (Sigma ACS

Reagent), 5xSSC, 5x Denhardt's Reagent [50x Denhardt's is 1% BSA,

1% polyvinyl pyrrolidone, 1% Ficoll 400 (Pharmacia)], 0.1% SDS,

50mM NaH2P04, pH 7.0. Fragmented, salmon sperm DNA was denatured

by boiling for 5 minutes then placed on ice, then added to the

hybridization solution to a final concentration of 50ug/ml.

Filters were carefully placed in this solution (to avoid filters

sticking together) and prehybridized for over 1 hour. Hybridiza¬

tion was started by addition of the radiolabelled probe (section

2.4). Hybridizations were carried out overnight at 37°C.

The filters were washed in 2xSSC, 0.1% SDS at 45°C for 20

minutes; the level of background hybridization was assessed using

a Geiger counter and the wash was repeated if necessary.

High stringency hybridizations were carried out using 0.75M

Na2HP04, 1% SDS, at 65°C and washed firstly in 0.3M Na2HPC>4, 1%
SDS at 65°C for 20 minutes, then in 0.03M Na2HPC>4, 1% SDS for 1

hour. Autoradiography was carried out ( as described in section

2.1.4) for times depending on the final level of background

radiation on the filter.
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2.8: Polymerase Chain Reaction

Amplification of specific sequences of DNA cloned in 'phage

vectors was achieved as follows: lOul samples were taken from

'phage lysate stocks created from plugs taken after tertiary

genomic library screening and heated at 70°C for 10 minutes, then

placed on ice.

The heat treated 'phage stocks were used as template for

polymerase chain reactions: oligonucleotide primers were added to

give a final concentration of uM, along with a final

concentration of 2.5mM of all four dNTPs and 1.5mM MgC^ in a

reaction volume of 50ul, containing 5U of Tag polymerase. The

reactions were carried out under lOOul of pariffin oil, for 30

cycles.

Each cycle comprised 90 seconds denaturation at 92°C, 180

seconds annealing at 60°C and 180 seconds elongation at 72°C. The

final cycle included 10 minutes at 72°C to ensure that any

recessed termini were filled by the polymerase.

The amplified sequences were analysed by electrophoresis on

1% agarose gels. Usually lOul from each reaction was sufficient to

see bands of amplified DNA clearly.
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2.9: in situ hybridization

Whole Helobdella robusta embryos were probed using digoxige-

nin labelled DNA probes.

2.9.1: Probe labelling

The fragments for labelling were excised from plasmids by

restriction digest and separated by agarose gel electrophoresis.

The fragments were gel isolated and labelled using a random

priming method (adapted from Feinberg and Vogelstein).

The labelling incorporated digoxigenin conjugated deoxyuri-

dine triphosphate molecules, which were detected by an antibody-

enzyme complex which formed a coloured precipitate from a chromo-

genic substrate.

Serial dilutions of the unlabelled fragment were made and

dotted onto filters. These filters were then hybridized with

labelled probe to ensure that the labelling was efficient and

the detection sensitve.

2.9.2: in situ hybridization

Stage 9 embryos were removed from the vitelline membranes and

fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, lOOmM Pipes, pH7.2 overnight.

The embryos were then rinsed twice in 50mM Pipes, pH7.2 and

once in 50mm Pipes, 0.1% Tween 20 (PTW). The embryos were then

incubated in PTW containing proteinase K (at lOOug/ml) for 10

minutes to permeabilize the cells. The embryos were washed for ten

minutes, twice, in PTW containing glycine (2mg/ml).
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The embryos were placed in a 1:1 mixture of PTW and hybridi¬

zation solution (50% formamide, 50mM Pipes, pH7.2, ImM EDTA,

50ug/ml Heparin) for 30 minutes, then equilibrated in hybridiza¬

tion solution for 30 minutes, then prehybridized in hybridization

solution for over a hour at 45°C.

5ul of heat denatured probe was added to the hybridization

solution, along with lOul of heat denatured, single stranded

salmon sperm DNA (lOmg/ml). The hybridization was continued

overnight.

Excess probe was removed with three washes in hybridization

solution at 45°C, then the embryos were washed in a 3:1 mixture of

hybridization solution and PTW, a 1:1 mixture of hybridization

solution and PTW, a 1:3 mixture of hybridization solution and PTW

and finally in PTW.

The embryos were incubated in 50mM Pipes, pH7.2, lOOmM NaCl,

5mM MgCl2 (PNM) containing lOmg/ml BSA and the enzyme-antibody

conjugate at a concentration of 750mU/ml for one hour at room

temperature. The embryos were washed three times in PNM, then

equilibrated in lOOmM Tris-HCl, pH9.5, lOOmM NaCl, lOmM MgClj,

0.1% Tween 20 (TMT) for 10 minutes, twice.

The colour reagent was made up: 4ul of tetrazolium blue

(75mg/ml in dimethyl formamide) and 3ul of X-phosphate (5-bromo-4-

chloro-3-indolyl phosphate, 50mg/ml) were added to 1ml of TMT. The

embryos were incubated overnight.
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The embryos were washed in PTW containing 20mM EDTA, then

viewed under a dissecting microscope and photographed.

Embryos were cleared in 70% glycerol/ 30% 50mM Pipes,pH7.2,

and photographs were taken at higher magnification using a com¬

pound microscope.
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Chapter 3: Molecular Characterization of Lox 7 and Lox 8
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3: Characterisation of Lox 7 and Lox 8

3.1: Introduction

As mentioned in section 1.6.3, fragments of the leech

homologues of Drosophila homeobox genes were generated by per

reactions carried out by Dr.R. Kostriken (U.C. Berkeley). Fragments

produced by the reactions were blunt-end ligated into the Sma 1

site of pBluescript(KS)- to create the clones pRK275, pRK276 and

pRK277 . The aim of this part of the work was to sequence these

fragments and then carry out in situ hybridizations. After

sequencing, pRK275 and pRK276 were renamed Lox 7 and Lox 8

respectively.

3.1.1: Sequencing of pRK275, pRK276 and pRK277.

Sequencing reactions were carried out using CsCl gradient

purified, double stranded plasmid DNA as template. The sequence of

each strand in each clone was determined by using the T3 or T7

primers of pBluescript and checked against the opposite strand.

Because of the short length of the fragments the entirety of each

clone could be sequenced in one reaction.



Figure 3.1: The sequence of pRK275 {Lox 7).

GAG TTC GAG AAA GAG TTT CAT TTC AAC AAA TAC CTA ACT AGA GCC CGA

glu phe glu lys glu phe his phe asn lys tyr leu thr arg ala arg

CGT ATT GAG ATA GCC TCG ACA TTG GGA CTC AAC GAA ACT CAA ATC AAA

arg ile glu ile ala ser thr leu gly leu asn glu thr gin ile lys

ATC TGG TTT CAA AAT AA
ile trp phe gin asn lys

Figure 3.2: Alignment of the deduced amino acid sequences of
Antennapedia, Lox 7, labial and engrailed

Antennapedia : ELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEIAHALCLTERQIKIWFQN
Labial : A NT-Q-N-T-V

★ ★ * ★

Lox 7: EFEKEFHFNKYLTRARRIEIASTLGLNETQIKIWFQN
Drosophila en: RLKREAFANRYLTERRRQQLSSELGLNEAQIKIWFQN

Figure 3.3: The sequence of pRK276 (Lox 8).

GAG CTC GAA AAG GAG TTC CAT TTC AAT CGC TAC CTG ACC AGA CGC

glu leu glu lys glu phe his phe asn arg tyr leu thr arg arg

CGC ATT GAG GTG GCC CAC ATG CTG AAC CTG ACG GAG CGC CAG ATC

arg ile glu val ala his met leu asn leu thr glu arg gin ile

ATC TGG TTC CAG AAC AA

ile trp phe gin asn lys

Figure 3.4: Alignment of deduced amino acid sequences of Lox 8
Antennapedia-like genes.

Lox 8: ELEKEFHFNRYLTRRRRIEVAHMLNLTERQIKIWFQN
Antennapedia: 1—A-C

abdominal A: H 1—A-C
Ultrabithorax: T-H M—A-C



Figure 3.5: The sequence of pRK277

AAA CGG CCA AGG AGC GCT TTC GAA TCT TGT GAT CCG ACC AAC GAA ACA

lys arg pro arg arg ala phe glu ser cys asp pro thr asn glu thr

AAT GGC TAC AAT ACC GAT GAT ATC GCA TCT ACT TCA GCA CCT TAT TTT
asn gly tyr asn thr asp asp ile ala ser thr ser ala pro tyr phe

ACC ATT TGG TGC GTG AAA ACC GTG GAG GCA TTT CGC ATG AAA CAT AAA
thr ile trp cys val lys thr val glu ala phe arg met lys his lys

AAA GAG AAG ACT 2
lys glu arg thr
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Comparisons of the sequence of pRK 275 (Lox 7) (shown in Figure

3.1) with sequences in the EMBL, Genbank and NBRF databases were

made . The comparisons showed that Lox 7 was closest to the labial

gene of Drosophila and its paralogues in other species. An almost

identical sequence was independently generated by per. and

sequenced by Dr. Marty Shankland. The sequences are identical,

apart from nucleotides 91-93 which are GTT, encoding a valine

residue rather than an isoleucine residue (Shankland et al., 1991).

The Antennapedia, Lox 7, labial and Drosophila engrailed

genes are shown in Figure 3.2. Residues common to Antennapedia

and labial are indicated by dashes; Lox 7 shares 4 of the 7

residues in the labial sequence that are different from

Antennapedia ; these residues are marked with asterisks.

Comparison of the sequence of pRK276 (Lox 8) with known

homeobox sequences obtained from the EMBL, Genbank and NBRF

databases showed that Lox 8 was an Antennapedia-like gene. The

sequences of Lox 8, Antennapedia and two Antennapedia-like genes

(Abdominal A and ultrabithorax) are shown in Figure 3.4.

Without the rest of the homeobox and some of the flanking

sequence, it is difficult to say exactly which Drosophila gene

bears highest homology to Lox 8.

The sequence of pRK277 is shown in Figure 3.5. This sequence

contained binding sites for the primers used in the creation of

pRK277, but the deduced amino acid sequence showed no homology to

known homeoboxes ( apart from at the ends where the primers bound,

underlined above).
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The fragment created was shorter than would have been

expected (159 as opposed to 177bp.) and so no further

investigation was carried out. It is interesting, however, that

the sequence appears to be part of an open reading frame.

3.1.2: In situ hybridization using a Lox 7 probe.

In situ hybridization was carried out on groups of fixed,

permeabilized embryos using a non-radioactively labelled probe

generated from pRK275. The staining pattern obtained with this

probe in several embryos seemed similar and a typical example is

shown in Figure 3.6.

Two control reactions were carried out, one using plasmid

DNA (pBluescript+) labelled to a similar extent as the Lox 7

fragment and the other which contained no labelled DNA. Each

reaction was carried out on groups of 3 or 4 individuals.

Although the whole of the experimental embryo seen in Figure

3.6a is more darkly stained than the control (Figure 3.6b), the

most pronounced difference is between the germinal plates,

suggesting that Lox 7 is transcribed in the cells of the germinal

plate.

The mounting procedure used led to the ventral part of the

embryo being perpendicular to the plane of focus, so that the

image obtained from this region is through a large depth of

tissue. If the germinal plate were slightly darker than the

control, then it would appear much more darkly stained because of

the depth of tissue.
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The neighbouring region of developing ganglia does not seem

to be labelled as much as rest of the germinal plate, suggesting

that the criticism made above, whilst valid, is not the whole

explanation for the germinal plate staining.

3.2: Discussion

3.2.1: Lox 7

The difference in the sequences obtained for Lox 7 is

probably because the two wild populations of leeches from which

genomic DNA was extracted for the per. reactions were different

(no pure bred strain of leech has been achieved yet).

It has been suggested that the epitope recognized by the MAb

4D9 monoclonal antibody is encoded by the Lox 7 gene (D. Price,

pers. comm.) . This suggestion is based on sequence similarity

between the epitopes recognized by MAb 4D9 in other species and

that of the corresponding region in Lox 7. The epitope consists of

eleven residues 38- 48 of the homeodomain (Patel et al. 1989).

The deduced amino acid sequence of Lox 7 differs by two amino

acids: residue 38 is glutamate in Drosophila engrailed and

threonine in Lox 7; residue 44 is alanine in Drosophila engrailed

and threonine in Lox 7. Residue 40 is important for MAb 4D9

recognition: epitopes with glycine at this position can be bound

by the antibody whereas those with serine at this point cannot.

There is a glycine at residue 40 of the deduced amino acid

sequence of Lox 7, suggesting that it might be bound. A binding

assay carried out using a synthetic peptide would show if MAb 4D9

could recognize Lox 7.
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3.2.2: Lox 8

Although Lox 8 resembles Antennapedia, Lox 5 is probably the

closest homologue to Antennapedia (Lox 5 was found by Dr. Marty

Shankland; section 1.6.2); the degree of homology both within and

outside the homeobox suggests that Lox 5 is closest to

Antennapedia. (Further sequence from the Lox 8 gene will be needed

to confirm this hypothesis, however).

The leech gene Lox 2 appears to be homologous to the

Drosophila genes Ultrabithorax and Abdominal A ( the homologies

extend beyond the homeobox) . Lox 8 could well be the other

homologue of one of the Drosophila genes mentioned above; longer

sequences will be needed to confirm this hypothesis.

In order to obtain longer sequences from the Lox 7 and Lox 8

genes, a genomic library was constructed using Helobdella robusta

DNA. Genomic clones give sequences free from the possibility of

errors due to misincorporation of bases by the thermostable

polymerase used in the per. The next chapter deals with the

outcome of the library construction and suggests that the library

created was reasonably representative.

3.2.3:In situ hybridization

The results of the hybridization must be treated with some

care, since the numbers of embryos which were used in each group

(experimental, non-specific DNA binding control and colour reaction

background control) were small. Obtaining embryos was very

difficult because the adult leeches did not breed well.
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The in situ hybridization was not carried further because the

probe made from the homeobox region itself may well have cross-

reacted with other homeobox mRNA species. The need for sequences

flanking the homeobox which would make highly specific probes led

to the construction of a genomic library from Helobdella robusta

DNA.
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Chapter 4: Genomic Library Construction



4: The construction of a Helobdella robusta genomic library

4.1: Introduction

The library was constructed as described in section 2.2 and

the number of original recombinants was estimated in two host cell

strains. One strain (LE 392) was permissive for non-recombinant

'phage whereas the other strain (P2 392) was not. The difference

between the two gives an estimate of the background of non-

recombinant 'phage in the library.

The digested arms used in the library construction (lambda

EMBL 3A) were also ligated together and packaged using the same

amount of arms as in the actual ligations (2ug) to ascertain the

possible level of non-recombinants.

Bacteriophage genomes are only efficiently packaged if they

are long enough, and the arms alone make a molecule which is too

short for efficient packaging. If the arms were not completely

digested, or were contaminated with stuffer fragment, then the

ligation of the arms and the subsequent packaging would produce a

large number of non-recombinant 'phage. A large number of non-

recombinant 'phage would be present in a library constructed with

arms which produced a large number of 'phage on self-ligation and

packaging.
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4.2: Calculation of the number of original recombinants

Two ligations of genomic DNA into EMBL 3A arms were packaged

using addition of commercially available extracts (section 2.2.1)

which gave a final volume of 530ul of each packaged 'phage

suspension. 25ul of one of these ligations (Ligation A) was plated

out on host cells and plaques were counted: the aliquot gave rise

to approximately 2500 plaques, suggesting that ligation A had given

rise to a total of 53000 pfu. The 2500 plaques were amplified to

give library amplification A (section 4.6).

Two further packaging reactions were carried out and 2ul

aliquots from the resultant suspensions were plated out to give an

estimate of the number of 'phage present. The numbers of plaques

formed by each is detailed in table 4.1 below:

Table 4.1: Extrapolation of packaged 'phage numbers.

Packaging Reaction Aliquot and no. of pfu Total Number in 530ul

Packaged ligation A 25ul 2500 53000

Packaged Ligation B1 2ul 78 21000

Packaged ligation B2 2ul 40 11000

Total 85000

fit.



4.3: The ligation of lambda EMBL 3A arms

The ligation was packaged using the same extracts as were

used to package the ligations of genomic DNA mentioned in section

4.1. Serial dilutions of the resultant suspension were made and

plated out, in duplicate, on the same host cells. The numbers and

calculations of total non-recombinants are shown in Table 4.2

below:

Table 4.2: Calculation of background of non-recombinants

Volume of Suspension number of plaques

lul of 50x diluted (0.02ul) 0,0

lOul of 50x diluted (0.2ul) 0,0

2ul of undiluted 2,4

20ul of undiluted 24,21

Taking an average of 22.5 pfu for 20ul of undiluted 'phage

suspension, one extrapolates to a total of 600 non-recombinants

from the ligation of 2ug of lambda EMBL 3A arms. This would suggest

approximately 1200 of the 85000 original recombinants were ,in

fact, non-recombinants, because the two ligations used in the

creation of the library both used 2ug of lambda EMBL 3A arms.
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4.4: Alternative calculation

2ul aliquots were plated on the

and the numbers of

Packaging Reaction LE 392

Packaged Ligation A 240

Packaged Ligation B1 67

Packaged Ligation B2 40

of total of non-recombinants

two host strains mentioned above

plaques were counted.

P2 392

202

63

36

Extrapolating the numbers of plaque forming units obtained using

P2 392 as a host, one gets a total of 75000 original recombinants

and 12000 non-recombinants in the three packaged ligations.

This estimate is much higher than that obtained through the

ligation of vector arms carried out. This anomaly could well be

the result of too few estimates of the number of recombinants

being made. A small number of platings were made to conserve the

original recombinants. It was also felt that the actual screening

of the library would show how successful the construction had

been.

The value of 12000 non-recombinants obtained above is, of

course, open to criticism because of pipetting errors, and

possibly more recombinants would have formed if the E.coli strain

P2 PLK-17 had been used in the platings. The P2 PLK-17 strain

carries a mutation in the rec A gene, which has been reported to

halt the growth of certain eukaryotic recombinants in rec A

positive hosts such as P2 392.
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Nevertheless it was felt that P2 392 gave a better idea of

the actual numbers of 'phage that would be obtained when P2 392

were used as a host strain in screening experiments (the P2 392

strain were much quicker and more reliable to grow than the P2

PLK-17).

The number of recombinants needed for a representative

library was calculated to find out if the estimated numbers of

recombinants were sufficient.
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4.5: The number of recombinants necessary for 95% representation

The following formula (Brown,1985) was used to calculate the

number of recombinants which would make the library big enough to

be of use:

N= In(1-P) N: number of clones
In (l-{a/b]) P: probability of having at

least one copy of a gene
a: average insert size
b: total genome size

The calculation is made more complicated because the size of

the Helobdella robusta genome has not been precisely defined. The

size of the genome of the closely related species Helobdella

triserialis has been estimated by two different methods and the

values obtained are roughly in agreement.

A value of 3.25 x 10 8 bp.per haploid genome was obtained by

using quantitative fluorescence on Hoechst 33258 stained nuclei

(Wedeen et al. 1990). The genome size was also estimated by

screening a genomic library with a probe from a gene which was

shown to be present as a single copy by Southern hybridization.

This technique gave a value of 1 x 108 bp. per haploid genome.

Having assumed that the insert size would be approximately

17kb (the genomic DNA was digested to give as many fragments in

the range of 15-20kb. as possible, and a packaging extract was

chosen which would select for constructs containing large

inserts), the numbers of recombinants required for 95%

representation were calculated using both of the estimated genome

sizes :

as



Table 4.3: Number of recombinants required for 95% representation

Calculated minimum number of recombinants

Genome size Number required

1 x 108 18000

3.25 x 108 52270

Estimated numbers of non-recombinants (arms ligation)

Total plaque forming units: 85000

Estimated no. of non-recombinants: 1200

Estimated no. of recombinants: 83800

Estimated numbers of non-recombinants (spi selection)

Total plaque forming units: 87000

Estimated no. of non-recombinants: 12000

Estimated no. of recombinants: 75000

Since the estimates of the numbers of original recombinants

were both larger than the number of recombinants calculated for

the larger estimate of the genome size, the library was thought to

be large enough for practical use.

Inaccuracies may have arisen in the calculations of numbers

of recombinants because only a small number of samples taken for

counting from the original library before amplification to

conserve the number of original recombinants.
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The library was amplified before being made available to others.

The results of the screening experiments carried out are discussed

later (section 4.7)

4.6: Library Amplification

The methods used for library amplification are detailed in

section 2.2.5.

The library was amplified in 4 parallel stages. Three small

aliquots were removed from packaged ligation A and amplified.

(This strategy was used to ensure that the whole library could not

be lost by some disaster in the amplification process). Once the

technique of amplification was mastered, however, the remainder of

the packaged ligation A was added to packaged ligations B1 and B2

(section 4.2), plated out and amplified.

The first three amplifications were done on 25ul, 20ul, and

20ul samples (of packaged ligation A) respectively. These

amplifications were called A, B and C. The remaining volume of

original recombinants from packaged ligation A was combined with

packaged ligations B1 and B2; the amplification of this volume was

called M (main amplification).

The first amplification (A) gave 2500 plaques, so it was

calculated that the number of original recombinants was

approximately 100/ul.

Using this value, the number of original recombinants

amplified in each of the first three amplifications was

calculated:
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Amplification Volume of mixture No. of original recombinants

A 25ul 2500

B 2 Oul 2000

C 20ul 2000

The volume remaining of packaged ligation A was about 46Oul.

Number of original recombinants amplified in amplification U

The numbers of original recombinants in each of the packaged

ligations were calculated previously (section 4.2):

Packaging Reaction Aliquot and no. of pfu Total Number in 530ul

Packaged ligation A 25ul 2500 53000

Packaged ligation B1 2ul 78 21000

Packaged ligation B2 2ul 40 11000

Adding the number of 'phage in the remainder of packaged

ligation A (46000, 460ul at 100/ul) to the numbers in packaged

ligations B1 and B2 (21000 and 11000 respectively), the total

number of original recombinants is 78,000. This is the number of

original recombinants amplified in amplification M.

The titre of each amplification was determined by plating out

aliquots: the values obtained for each were slightly different.

The various amplifications were then combined in order to give a

mixture of 'phage representing all the original recombinants in

equal numbers. In order to do this, the different titres had to be

taken into account:

Total 85000



A volume was calculated, using the titre of each

amplification, which would contain 10 times the number of original

recombinants amplified in each amplification. This was carried out

so that any future screening could be done on a population of

'phage which represented, as closely as possible, all the original

reconbinants:

1.25ul amplification A (2.0 x 10^pfu/ml) (25000pfu)

2.3ul amplification B (8.8 x 10^pfu/ml) (20000pfu)

7.lul amplification C (2.8 x 10^pfu/ml) (20000pfu)

208ul amplification M (3.6 x 106pfu/ml) (780000pfu)

The above volumes were combined and plated for screening

experiments. Some later experiments used the same proportions of

'phage stocks but larger volumes to give as many as 220000 plagues

for screening.

4.7: Helobdella robusta Genomic Library Screening:Summary

The genomic library was screened by myself and also by Dr.

Marty Shankland and Dr. Denise Nardelli-Haefliger using per

generated fragments of homeoboxes as mentioned in sections 1.6.2

and 1.6.3. Four different homeobox derived probes were used and

three sets of genomic clones were found. These were Lox 2, Lox 5

and Lox 6.

I screened the genomic library at high stringency with

radioactively labelled inserts isolated from pRK275 (Lox 7) and

pRK276 (Lox 8). The fragments were shown to be absent from the

library by control experiment. This screening will be discussed in

chapter 5.



4.8: Discussion

The library was screened with a total of five fragments and

three genomic clones containing homeobox genes were obtained. Such

a low success rate is surprising in the light of the previous

discussion of numbers of original recombinants necessary for 95%

representation of the genome.

It is possible that this is purely due to chance, and a

larger number of screenings would increase the proportion of

successes, or possibly the genome size of Helobdella robusta is

much bigger than the estimated size of that of Helobdella

triserialis. This seems unlikely, however.

One possible explanation of the results obtained is that the

Lox 7 and Lox 8 genes are present as single copy genes, wheras the

genes obtained by screening the Helobdella robusta library ( Lox

2, Lox 5 and Lox 6) are present as multiple copies, so that the

genome seems much smaller than it actually is, and the number of

original recombinants is not sufficent. A calculation of the

actual size of the Helobdella robusta genome would be very useful.

It is conceivable that the Lox 7 and Lox 8 are very slow

growing, and this is why they are not represented in the genomic

library.

This possibility seems unlikely if the growth rate of a

particular clone is determined by a stochastic mechanism. If the

growth rate of a clone is determined, somehow, by the insert it

contains then perhaps clones containing similar inserts have

similar growth rates.
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No evidence for this sort of phenomenon has been presented (indeed

a growth rate limiting mechanism would make the cloning of

homeobox genes very difficult).

One important aspect of the genomic library is that the

inserted DNA fragments were not treated with alkaline phosphatase

before ligation into the vector arms because the amount of genomic

DNA was limited and as much DNA as was possible was needed to make

the maximum amount of recombinant 'phage. There is the possibility

of individual recombinant 'phage containing multiple small Sau3A

fragments ligated together to form an insert which is large enough

for the resultant recombinants to be efficiently packaged into

viable 'phage. Although these recombinants are less likely to be

present in the library (since they require more molecular

collisions and subsequent ligations to occur) than recombinants

with a single large insert, it has been reported that there are

some in the library (D. Nardelli-Haefliger, pers. comm.).
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5: Library Screens. Introduction.

Two Helobdella robusta libraries were screened for homeobox

genes. One was the genomic library described in chapter 4; the

other was a cDNA library created by Denise Nardelli-Haefliger and

Marty Shankland (section 2.3). This chapter will describe the

screening experiments I carried out on these libraries.

5.1.1: Genomic Library screening: Lox 7 and Lox 8

A total of 220,000 plaques were screened for Lox 7 and Lox 8

using the per. generated fragments mentioned in section 3.1. The

probe was purified from unincorporated nucleotides and the specific

activity of the probe was measured by liquid scintillation counting

of a 2ul sample. The specific activity was found to be

approximately 6.0 x 108 cpm/ug.

The filters were hybridized and washed at high stringency,

then exposed for four days. No signals duplicated on the second

filter were seen and so a control was carried out: the filters were

stripped of the probe and rehybridized (again at high stringency)

using the per. generated fragment which was used to find the Lox 2

clone from the genomic library. The specific activity of this probe

was found to be 2.3 x 108 cpm/ug, similar to but slightly weaker

than the Lox 7/ Lox 8 probe. (The clones were labelled separately

then combined in the hybridization).
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The hybridization and washing conditions used for the Lox 2

screening were identical to those used for the Lox 71Lox 8

screening. The filters were exposed for four days and, as mentioned

above, 8 putative positive plaques were picked, 6 of which were

positive when subjected to secondary screening. The strength of

hybridization of these positives can be seen in Figure 5.1 and

their characterization is described in section 5.1.2.

It was imagined that if there were genomic clones containing

Lox 7 or Lox 8 in the library then positives would have been

obtained. The positives would have been stronger than those

obtained using the weaker probe on filters which had been

hybridized and stripped before the control hybridization.

5.1.2: cDNA Library screening: Lox 7 and Lox 8

The cDNA library was screened for the presence of Lox 7 and

Lox 8 in the following way: the library amplification was titred

and a volume equivalent to 500000 pfu was plated on a total of 20

plates. The filters taken from these plates were hybridized and

washed at low stringency and exposed for four days.

14 putative positives were picked for secondary screening and

probed at low stringency. None of the plaques gave a signal above

the background hybridization. The same conditions were used to

obtain positives using a probe for another leech homeobox gene,

labelled to a similar specific activity (the results of this screen

with the Helobdella engrailed homologue are presented in chapter

6) .



5.1.3: Genomic Library screening: Lox 2

The positives obtained in the screening described in section

5.1.2 (see Figure 5.1) were subjected to secondary screening. High

stringency hybridization conditions were used and 6 out of the 8

putative positives gave strongly hybridizing secondary plaques

(Figure 5.2). It was imagined that this control screen might have

given rise to some sequences other than Lox 2 and so all the

secondary positives were taken for tertiary screening. All the

secondary positives gave rise to strongly hybridizing plaques on

tertiary screens using high stringency conditions: (Figure 5.3)

with the exception of genomic putative tertiary positive (gptp) 5.

The clones obtained were used to carry out quaternary

screens (Figure 5.4) and pure 'phage stocks were produced. (The

hybridization of actual positives as opposed to background

hybridization can be seen clearly in screens 10A and 10B). DNA was

produced from these 'phage stocks and Southern blotting was

carried out on the restriction digested 'phage DNA. The filter

produced was hybridized with the Lox 2 probe at high stringency.

The autoradiograph produced can be seen in Figure 5.5:

All the DNA samples obtained hybridized strongly with the Lox

2 probe when washed at high stringency, with the exception of

clones 5 and 11.



Figure 5.1: Autoradiograph from primary screening filters:
strong, duplicated hybridization is seen on filters
7a and 7b. Weaker, but duplicated hybridization is

seen on the extreme edge of filters 2a and 2b (near 4
orientation marks). The probe used was a 130bp.
fragment from the Lox 2 homeobox, high stringency
hybridization and washing conditions were used.
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Figure 5.2: Autoradiographs from secondary screening filters:
examples of strong, duplicated hybridization are seen

on filters la and lb and 4a and 4b. The weaker hybri
dization seen on filters 2a and 2b was because of a

small plaque. The probe was a 130bp. fragment from the
Lox 2 homeobox, high stringency hybridization and washing

conditions were used.
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Figure 5.3: Autoradiographs from tertiary screening filters:
a range of hybridization strengths can be seen; the
difference between background hybridization and
actual hybridization to positives can be seen clearly
on filters 8a and 8b. The probe was a 130bp. fragment
from the Lox 2 homeobox; high stringency hybridization
and washing conditions were used.



 



Figure 5.4: Autoradiographs from quaternary screening filters:
the positive signals were sufficiently spaced to
allow single plaques to be selected to make pure
'phage stocks. The hybridization and washing was
at high stringency, with a Lox 2 h'box probe.
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Figure 5.5: Autoradiograph from Southern blot made with DNA
isolated from pure 'phage stocks (five day exposure).
From left to right the lanes contain Sal 1 digested
DNA from gpqpll, 10, 9, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, lb and la.

The probe was a 130bp. fragment from the Lox 2
gene. Hybridization and washing were carried out at high
stringency.
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Figure 5.6: Picture of ethidium bromide staining gel used in the
Southern blot. From left to right the lanes contain
lambda Hind3 markers, Sal 1 digested DNAfrom gpqpll,
10, 9, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, lb and la and lambda Hind3
markers.
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It is possible that these clones are the result of the

homeobox sequence being split by a Sau 3A site, so that there is

less sequence for the probe to recognize resulting in a weaker

signal. It would be expected that the partial Sau 3A digest would

generate different fragments containing the Lox 2 gene.

This seems less likely in the light of the per. reactions

carried out on these samples (section 5.5). All the clones gave a

band at the expected size (135bp) when used as template,

suggesting that they were Lox 2 clones without any interuptions

between the regions of the homeobox used to design the primers.

The restriction digest patterns of clone gpqp 3 was determined as

a preparation for sequencing this clone; the data is presented in

section 5.2.

Per. reactions were carried out on all the quaternary

positives using primers directed against the Lox 2 homeobox and

results of the reactions are presented in section 5.5.

5.2: Restriction Mapping of Quaternary Positive 3

Quaternary positive 3 was digested with several restriction

enzymes (both individually and in pairs) and the fragments were

separated on agarose gels. The DNA was transferred to filters by

Southern blot and the filters were hybridized and washed at high

stringency with the Lox 2 probe used in the library screen

described in section 5.1.

The map of the clone is presented in Figure 5.8:
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Figure 5.8: Restriction map of clone gpqp3. Scale bar is lkb. B=
Bam HI, C=Cla 1, E= Eco Rl, H= Hind 111, P=
Pst 1, S= Sac 1. The homeobox is represented in a 2.2kb.
EcoRl- Sac 1 fragment
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Figure 5.10: Southern blot of gpqp3 restriction digests, 3 hour
exposure. The first lane contains a small amount of
Lox 2 cDNA as a control. From left to right the
lanes then contain gpqp3 digested with Eco R1 and
Pst l,Pst 1, Eco Rl, Pst 1 and Sal 1, Sal 1, Pst 1,
Cla 1 and Sac 1, Sac 1, Cla 1, Bam HI and Hind III,
Hindlll, Bam HI. The probe used was a 130bp.
fragment of the Lox 2 homeobox. High stringency
hybridization and wash conditions were used.
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Figure 5.11: Picture of agarose gel used to separate gpqp3
restriction digests. From left to right the lanes
contain lambda Hind III markers, Lox 2 cDNA as a

control, then gpqp3 digested with Eco R1 and Pst 1,
Pst 1, EcoRl, Pst 1 and Sal 1, Sal 1, Pst 1, Cla 1
and Sac 1, Sac 1, Cla 1, Bam HI and Hind EI, Hind
EI, Bam HI.



 



5.3: Per. amplification of the Quaternary Positives

In order to find out which of the quaternary positives

contained Lox 2 and which contained other sequences, pcrs. were

carried out on 'phage stocks made from the quaternary positives.

The primers used were designed to bind the Lox 2 homeobox and

produce a fragment of 135bp with a Xho 1 site at the 5 end and an

EcoRl site at the 3 end so that the fragments could be ligated into

a vector without the need to phosphatase it.

Figure 5.12: Primer design

CTC GAG AAA TTC AAT CGC TAC CTC ACC

51 AAA TTC AAT CGC TAC CTC ACC AGA CGT CGT CGC ATC GAA CTC

CGC CAC ACC CTC TAC CTC ACC GAA CGA CAG ATC AAA ATC TGG TTT CAG

AAC AGA AGA ATG AAG GAG AAA AAA GAG GTC CAG 3' Lox 2 coding

TTC CTC TTT TTT CTC CTG GTC CTT AAG

Figure 5.13 shows the separation of the reactions by agarose

gel electrophoresis. The gel shows that each reaction contained

sequences with sites which were sufficiently complementary to the

primers to allow the reactions to take place. The bands were

expected to be 135bp. and can be seen between the molecular weight

standards at 118 and 194bp.

Control reactions were carried out in which all the

components af the reaction mixtures were added but the template

DNA was omitted. No bands were seen in these reactions (other than

the faint, diffuse fluorescence of the oligonucleotide primers

used).



Figure 5.13: Picture of agarose gel used to separate per. reac¬
tions using gpqp 1-11 as templates. Left to right,
from markers, PhiX 174 markers, gpqp 8, gpqp 6, gpqp
5, gpqp 4, gpqp 3 and gpqp la. All the bands show a
similar size of between 118bp. and 194bp. gpqp 11 is
not included in this figure but gives a similar
band.
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5.4.1: Discussion of Lox 7 and Lox 8 screens

The absence of both of the sequences from the genomic

library is surprising considering the success of the screens

leading to the Lox 2, Lox 5 and Lox 6 containing clones. The

absence of both clones could be explained by slow growth of

recombinants containing Lox 7 and Lox 8 so that none were present

on the filters even though 200000 plaques (equivalent to

approximately 10 Helobdella genomes) were screened. It is also

possible that the Lox 7 and Lox 8 genes are highly methylated and

so are digested by host restriction systems when placed into

E.coli.

It is not known whether leech DNA is methylated, however.

Drosophlla DNA is not methylated and it has been suggested that

methylation is only found in higher organisms.

The absence of the Lox 7 and Lox 8 genes from the cDNA

library could be because the genes were not transcribed in the

embryos from which mRNA was extracted to make the cDNA library.

The embryos used were a mixture from stages 8, 9 and 10.

If the leech homeobox genes follow the same sort of temporal

pattern of expression as those in Drosophila, then the Lox 7 and

Lox 8 genes might be expected to be expressed after the engrailed

homologue, which is known to be expressed in stages 8 and beyond

however (Wedeen and Weisblat, 1992).
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The possibility that the Lox 7 and Lox 8 sequences were actually

produced by mistake as per. artifacts seems unlikely since the Lox

7 sequence has been shown twice in independent reactions (section

4.1; Shankland et al., 1991). The sequences obtained are different

from any known human or Drosophila homeoboxes which might have been

present as contaminants.

5.4.2: Polymerase chain reactions using genomic positives as

templates (section 5.1.3).

The conditions used were not designed to allow for mismatch

of primers - the primers were not degenerate and the temperature

cycles did not include long ramp times. Long ramp times might have

allowed a small amount of extension of a mismatched primer which,

once extended, would have primed the reaction at the higher

temperatures used.

Two possibilities arise: the per. may have worked, in a less

than specific way, and generated fragments from homeobox genes

other than Lox 2 or all the genomic positives obtained from the

screening contain Lox 2.

The second possibility seems more likely: the primers used

(which were designed to bind to two of the most highly conserved

regions within the homeobox) may have primed the amplification of

Lox 2 sequences within these clones.
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6: cDNA Library Screening with the leech engrailed homologue

6.1: Summary

The library was screened at low stringency with a lkb.

genomic fragment containing the leech engrailed homeobox and

numerous strong positives were obtained. Plugs were taken and

secondary hybridization was carried out; tertiary screens were

performed and pure 'phage stocks were created. Plasmids containing

the inserts were excised from the 'phage using plasmid rescue and

used to transform host cells. The transformed hosts were selected

on ampicillin plates.

Minipreparations of DNA were made and the inserts cut out.

The digests were Southern blotted and the resulting filters were

hybridized with the leech engrailed probe used in the primary

screens, and also with an oligonucleotide designed to hybridize

with part of the leech engrailed homeobox. A region of the leech

engrailed probe which contains the homeobox was subcloned for

further characterization.

6.2.1: cDNA Library screening: engrailed

The probe used was a lkb. piece of DNA derived from a genomic

clone containing the Helobdella triserialis engrailed gene (Wedeen

et al. , 1991). A map of this fragment can be seen in Figure 6.8.
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The plasmid containing this fragment is called pen 24. Low

stringency hybridization and washing conditions were used

throughout the primary, secondary and tertiary screenings, to

ensure that positives were obtained despite slight difference in

sequence between the engrailed genes of the two Helobdella

species.

Primary, low stringency probing of 500000 plaques from the

cDNA library gave 22 putative positives (as judged by the presence

of duplicated marks on the autoradiographs); examples of the

signals obtained are shown in Figure 6.1. 10 secondary plates had

plaques which gave hybridization signals.

Secondary screens were carried out on plates bearing

approximately 200 plaques since the density of plaques on the

plates used for the primary screen was very high. The small size

of the plaques could explain the weakness of the primary positives

when compared to those seen in Figure 6.2.

24 plaques, corresponding to the positive signals on the

secondary filters, were picked and taken for tertiary screening.

Obviously, the plaques taken from the same plate are copies of the

same 'phage. Figure 6.2 shows some of the autoradiographs derived

from the secondary plates.
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Figure 6.1: Autoradiographs from primary cDNA screening filters. The probe used was
a lkb. Eco R1 fragment from pen 24. Low stringency hybridization and
washing conditions were used.

Arrows indicate duplicated signals.
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Table 6.1: Origin of Tertiary Positives

putative tertiary positive (ptp) plate

1 1

2,3,4,5,6,11 10

7,8,9 15

10 8

12,13 4

14 21

15,16 16

17 14

18 22

19,20,21,22,23,24 20

All the secondary positive plaques were positive on tertiary

screening, with the exception of ptp 3 and 18. The tertiary

positives were sufficiently spaced to allow selection of single

plaques for 'phage stocks (Figure 6.3).

Plasmids containing the cDNA inserts were obtained from the

'phage stocks by plasmid excision. These plasmids, named pPTP 1-

24, were digested with two enzymes with sites within the

polylinker to excise the inserts. The digests were run out on a

gel (see Figure 6.4), Southern blotted onto nylon filters and

hybridized with the probe used in the cDNA screening. The

autoradiograph from this hybridization is shown in Figure 6.5.



Figure 6.2: Autoradiographs from secondary cDNA screening filters. The probe used
was a lkb. Eco R1 fragment from pen 24. Low stringency hybridization
and washing conditions were used.

The difference between actual hybridization and background
can be seen most clearly on filters 20a and 20b.



 



Figure 6.3: Autoradiographs from tertiary cDNA screening filters.
The probe used was a lkb. Eco R1 fragment from pen 24. Low

stringency hybridization and washing conditions were used.
The signals were sufficiently spaced to allow the selection of
individual plaques to make pure 'phage stocks. Signals
corresponding to plaques taken are arrowed.



 



Southern blotting experiments were carried out using Helobdella

robusta genomic DNA. When this DNA was probed with the engrailed

probe which was used to obtain the cDNA clones (at the same

stringency) only one band was apparent (see Figure 6.6). The

Southern blot suggests that there is only one sequence being

recognized by the probe used. It seems most likely that the clones

are homologues of the engrailed gene.

The same filters were probed ( at the same low stringency as

had been used in the primary screening) with an oligonucleotide

designed to recognize the homeobox region of the clones. The

autoradiograph can be seen in Figure 6.7. The sequence

complementary to the oligonucleotide is included in Figure 6.7.

Apart from the intense hybridization in the control lane (pen 24,

which is the plasmid containing part of the leech engrailed

sequence which was digested to give the fragment used in cDNA

screens) no signals are seen.

The filters were stripped and hybridized with the more 5'

of the EcoRl- Pvu II fragments of pen 24 this probe contained the

homeobox and some sequence (approximately 300bp.) downstream of

the homeobox (see Figure 6.8 below). The autoradiograph from

this filter hybridization is shown in Figure 6.8:

The filters were stripped and hybridized with the more 3"

EcoRl- Pvu II fragment of pen 24 which contained genomic sequence

from further downstream (Figure 6.9). It is clear from the

autoradiograph that pPTP 12 and 13 contain sequence complementary

to this downstream probe whereas the other plasmids do not. (pPTP

12 and 13 arose from the same plate, see Table 6.1).
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Figure 6.4: Picture of the digested DNA from the 'phage stocks
separated on agarose gels. Left hand gel, from left
to right, lanes contain Eco Rl-Xho 1 digests of pPTP
24, 23, 22, 21, 19, 17, lambda Hind 111 markers, pPTP
16, 15, 14, 13 and 12, then Eco R1 digested pen 24.

Right hand gel, from left to right, lanes contain
Eco Rl-Xho 1 digests of pPTP 11, 10, 9, 8,
lambda Hind III markers, pPTP 6, 5, 4, 2, 1 then Eco
R1 digested pen 24 and lambda Hind III markers.
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Figure 6.5: Autoradiograph of Southern blot of digested pPTP 1-
24, probed with the lkb. Eco R1 fragment of pen 24 .

The stringency of hybridization and washing conditions
were the same as those used for the screeings. From left
to right the lanes contain digests of pPTP 24, 23,
22, 21, 19, 17, lambda Hind III markers, pPTP 16, 15,
14, 13 and 12, then Eco R1 digested pen24. The next
lane visible contains Eco Rl- Xho 1 digested pPTP 11,
10, 9, 8, lambda Hind HI markers, pPTP 6, 5, 4, 2, 1
then Eco Rl digested pen 24 and lambda Hind III
markers.

The smear on the right hand side of both autorads.
is caused by contamination from the intense control
hybridization.
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Figure 6.6: Autoradiograph of a Southern blot of H. robusta and
H. stagnalis DNA, probed with the pen 24 insert. The
same low stringency and washing conditions were used
in the screening. A single, strong band can be seen in the
H. robusta DNA. The DNAs were digested with Eco Rl.
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Figure 6.7: Autoradiograph of Southern blot of digested pPTP
1-24, probed with an oligomer designed to recognize

leech engrailed gene. From left to right the lanes
contain digests of pPTP 24, 23, 22, 21, 19, 17,
lambda Hind EI markers, pPTP 16, 15,14, 13 and 12,
then Eco R1 digested pen24. The next lane visible
contains Eco Rl- Xho 1 digested pPTP 11, 10, 9, 8,
lambda Hind III markers, pPTP 6, 5, 4, 2, 1 then Eco
Rl digested pen 24 and lambda Hind IE markers.

The only hybridization is to the Eco Rl digested
pen 24 which was included as a control for the
oligomer hybridization. The hybridization and washing
were carried out at the same low stringency as previously.

He Trp Phe His Asn Lys Arg Ala Lys Met
pen 24 5' ATC TGG TTC CAG AAC AAG AGG GCC AAG ATG
oligo 3' tag acc aag gtc ttg ttc tcc egg ttc tac

Asn Lys Ala Ser Gly Val Lys Asn His Leu
AAC AAG GCG AGT/GGC GTG AAG AAT CAG TTG 3' pen24
ttg ttc cgc tea ccg cac ttc tta gtc aac 5' oligo
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Figure 6.8: (a) Autoradiograph of Southern blot of digested pPTP 1-
24, probed with the more 5' Pvu II fragment of pen 24
(see pen 24 figure). From left to right the lanes
contain digests of pPTP 24, 23, 22, 21, 19, 17,
lambda Hind EI markers, pPTP 16, 15,14, 13 and 12,
then Eco R1 digested pen24. The next lane visible
contains Eco Rl- Xho 1 digested pPTP 11, 10, 9, 8,
lambda Hind III markers, pPTP 6, 5, 4, 2, 1 then Eco
Rl digested pen 24 and lambda Hind III markers.
The low hybridization and washing stringencies were the

same as those used for the screenings.

(b) Diagram of the leech engrailed gene containing
clone pen 24. The Eco Rl sites are marked by E and
the Pvu II site by P.



 



Figure 6.9: Autoradiograph of Southern blot of digested pPTP 1-
24, probed with the more 3' Pvu II fragment of pen 24
(see pen 24 figure). From left to right the lanes
contain digests of pPTP 24, 23, 22, 21, 19, 17,
lambda Hind III markers, pPTP 16, 15,14, 13 and 12,
then Eco R1 digested pen24. The next lane visible
contains Eco Rl- Xho 1 digested pPTP 11, 10, 9, 8,
lambda Hind III markers, pPTP 6, 5, 4, 2, 1 then Eco
Rl digested pen 24 and lambda Hind III markers.
Strong hybridization is only noted in the lanes
containing pPTP 12 and 13, and in the control lanes. The
smear on the filter on the right is caused by the excessive
amount of control DNA on the filter.

Low stringency hybridization and washing were carried
out.
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6.2.2: Subcloning of pPTP 12

pPTP 12 was chosen for further study because of the

possibility that it contained sequences not present in the other

cDNA containing plasmids. The large size of the fragment seen in

Figure 6.9 suggests that either the insert in this plasmid is very

large, or the digestion of the plasmid DNA was not complete. In

case the digestion result was due to a loss of a restriction site,

or the insert itself was large, subcloning was carried out.

Plasmid DNA from pPTP 12 was digested with excess Sau 3A and

shotgun cloned into the BamHl site of pBluescript II (KS)(-). The

ligation mixtures were used to transform competent Xl-1 Blue cells.

The transformed cells were selected on large, ampicillin containing

plates.

The colonies on the plates were lifted and fixed onto

filters as descibed previously. The filters were hybridized with a

radiolabelled probe derived from the homeobox containing region of

the leech engrailed gene. The autoradiographs from these filters

can be seen in Figure 6.10.

The positive colonies were plated out onto petri dishes and

filters were prepared from these plates. These secondary filters

were hybridized with the same probe as was used in the primary

hybridization. The autoradiographs from these filters can be seen

in Figure 6.11 below:
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Figure 6.10: Subcloning of pPTP 12; Autoradiographs from filters
used in colony hyhbridization.Duplicated signals can
be seen on filters la and lb, and also on filters
12a and 12b. High stringency hybridization and washing
were used, with the lkb. fragment of pen 24 as a probe.
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Figure 6.11: Subcloning of pPTP 12; pictures of agarose gels used
to separate digested DNA from the subclones. From
left to right the lanes contain DNA from subclones
212, 211, 173, 172, 171, 155, 154, phiX 174 Hae III
markers, 153, 152, 151,121, 114, 113, 112. Second
Southern lanes contain DNA from subclones 111, 98,
97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, 91, small Pvu II fragment
of pen 24 insert as a control, 84, 83, 82, 81, 1.

There are signs of inserts in subclones 82, 83
93, 111 and 121.
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Figure 6.12: Subcloning of pPTP 12; autoradiographs from filters
from Southern blots of DNA from the subclones. From
left to right the lanes contain DNA from subclones
212, 211, 173, 172, 171, 155, 154, phiX 174 Hae III
markers, 153, 152, 151, 121, 114, 113, 112. Second
Southern lanes contain DNA from subclones 111, 98,
97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, 91, small Pvu II fragment
of pen 24 insert as a control, 84, 83, 82, 81, 1.

A strong hybridization signal can be seen in
the 121 lane, and also in the control lane.

The probe used was the lkb. Eco R1 fragment of
pen 24. High stringency hybridization and wash conditions
were used.
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Large scale plasmid DNA preparations were carried out and DNA

samples from these clones (pEBl-212) were digested with

restriction enzymes with sites on either side of the inserts.

The digestions were separated by two lots of agarose gel

electrophoresis, the result of which can be seen in Figure 6.12.

One clone was positive for the more 5' Eco Rl- PvuII fragment of

pen 24 (see Figure 6.8b) when a Southern blot was carried out on

digested DNA from the clones (Figure 6.13). The insert can be seen

at approximately 1.3 kb on the autoradiograph.

6.2.3: Subcloning of the Homeobox containing Fragment of pen24

The following procedure was carried out to make the sequencing

of the homeobox containing fragment of pen 24 more manageable.

The insert was removed from pen24 by digestion with Eco Rl

and gel isolated. The insert was digested with Pvu II and the

smaller, homeobox containing fragment was gel isolated.

The "sticky end" caused by the digestion with Eco Rl was

filled with the Klenow enzyme and the fragment was ligated into

the vector {dephosphorylated, Eco RV treated pBS(KS)(-)}.

The ligation mixtures were used to transform competent

cells. The transformed cells were selected on large ampicillin

plates. The colonies were transferred onto filters and the filters

were hybridized using the small fragment as a probe.

I3i



Figure 6.13: Autoradiographs from colony hybridization used to
identify clones with the more 5' Pvu II fragment of
pen 24. Strong duplicated signals can be seen.
The probe used was the more 5' Pvu II fragment
itself. High stringency hybridization and washing
conditions were used.



 



Figure 6.14: Autoradiographs from secondary colony hybridization
the difference between the actual positives and the
background hybridization can be seen clearly on
filters 9a and 9b. The probe used was the more
5' Pvu II fragment of pen 24. High stringency
hybridization and washing conditions were used.
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Figure 6.15: Picture of an agarose gel used to analyse DNA
from positive colonies. From left to right, lanes
contain PhiX 174 Haelll markers, uncut pEB 81a, Bam
HI- Hind III digested pEB 81a. An insert of approx.
400bp. can be seen in the digested DNA lane.
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The autoradiographs showed some positives (Figure 6.14) and

secondary screens were carried out. Filters were prepared from

plates streaked with bacteria from the primary positives. These

secondary filters were hybridized with the same probe and the

resulting autoradiographs can be seen in Figure 6.15. (Only some

of the colonies are positive, suggesting that the actual positives

can be distinguished from the background hybridization).

Single, well-isolated, positive colonies were taken and

streaked out. Large scale plasmid preparations were carried out

and the DNA digested to excise the insert. The fragments were

separated on an agarose gel; the insert is clearly visible at

approximately 450bp (see Figure 6.16). This fragment should be

readily sequenced , perhaps in two reactions primed from opposite

ends of the insert. It would be interesting to determine the

sequence complementary to the exons which were incorporated into

the pPTP 12 and pPTP 13 molecules. Some preliminary sequence data

is presented later.
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6.2.4: Preliminary Sequences of engrailed positives

As mentioned above, only a small amount of sequence was obtained

from two of the positives. The sequences were conceptually translated

in all three reading frames. The sequencing reactions were primed to

give sequences from the 5' and 3' ends of pPTP13 and from the 3' end

of pPTP21.

Sequence comparisons between these sequences and that of the

Drosophila engrailed gene. Homology was found between the 5' end of

the insert in pPTP13 and the 5' end of Drosophila engrailed (40%

identity over 225bp). Homology was also found between the 3' end of

pPTP13 and the 3'end of Drosophila engrailed (60% identity over

65bp).The homologies were not strong enough to allow the correct

reading frame to be established.

All



Figure 6.16: The sequence of the 5' end of clone pPTP13

tagaactagtggatcccccgggctgcaggattcggcacgaggcaacgacaaaacaacgtg

atcttgatcacctagggggcccgacgtcctaagccgtgctccgttgctgttttgttgcac

a *N*WIPRAAGFGTRQRQNNV

b RTSGSPGLQDSARGNDKTT*

c ELVDPPGCRIRHEATTKQRD

atggttgcacgacctacctgtggcagttcctcctccagctgctacacaaccccaactact

taccaacgtgctggatggacaccgtcaaggaggaggtcgacgatgtgttggggttgatga

a MVARPTCGSSSSSCYTTPTT

b WLHDLPVAVPPPAATQPQLL

C GCTTYLWQFLLQLLHNPNYS

cgcxgcgttacatcagatggaccgatcagggcgtggggtgttcaaactggtggactccaa

gcgxcgcaatgtagtctacctggctagtcccgcaccccacaagtttgaccacctgaggtt

a R?VTSDGPIRAWGVQTGGLQ

b AALHQMDRSGRGVFKLVDSK

c ?RYIRWTDQGVGCSNWWTPK

agtggtctccagactgtggggcatgcacaaaaacatacccgacat

tcaccagaggtctgacaccccgtacgtgtttttgtatgggctgta

a SGLQTVGHAQKHTRH
b VVSRLWGMHKNIPD
C WSPDCGACTKTYPT

Am



Figure 6.17: The sequence of the 3' end of clone pPTP13

AATGTAAGATATGTTACATGTTCGTGTGTGTGTATGTTTGTGTTGGTTTGTGTATGTGTG

TTACATTCTATACAATGTACAAGCACACACACATACAAACACAACCAAACACATACACAC

a NVRYVTCSCVCMFVLVCVCV

b M* DMLHVRVCVCLCWFVYVW

C CKICYMFVCVYVCVGLCMCG

GTGTGTGTGTTTGTTTGTGTGTGTGTATGTAAGXXXCAATGATTACATATTTTATCATCT
61 + + + + + +

CACACACACAAACAAACACACACACATACATTCXXXGTTACTAATGTATAAAATAGTAGA

a VCVFVCVCVCK?Q*LHIL SS

b CVCLFVCVYV? 7NDYIFYHL

c VCVCLCVCM* ? PMITYFII*

GACTGACTGATGAATGGTAAATTAATTTXXTTCGAGAAGCTTGTTACAAATCATTATTAT

CTGACTGACTACTTACCATTTAATTAAAXXAAGCTCTTCGAACAATGTTTAGTAATAATA

a D*LMNGKLI ?FEKLVTNHYY

b TD**MVN*F?SRSLLQIIII

C LTDEW*IN??REACYKSLLS

CAATTTGTTTCTGATCAATAAAATATTTGG
181 + + + 210

GTTAAACAAAGACTAGTTATTTTATAAACC

a QFVSDQ*NIW
b NLFLINKIF
C ICF*SIKYL

A1<1



Figure 6.18: The sequence of the 3'end of clone pPTP21

TGGATACATTACGATACAATACACACAATACTACTGAATTGGTTATTATATTGATTTCAT
61 — 1 — 1 H——— ^ 1 f

ACCTATGTAATGCTATGTTATGTGTGTTATGATGACTTAACCAATAATATAACTAAAGTA

a WIHYDTIHTILLNWLLY*FH

b GYITIQYTQYY*IGYYIDFI

c DTLRYNTHNTTELVIILISS

CATTCATATATTGTTATTGCTGTGTTGATGCTATTATTGCACGTTTAAGCATGTTTTTTT
12 1 —— i 1 1 — h— 1 — H

GTAAGTATATAACAATAACGACACAACTACGATAATAACGTGCAAATTCGTACAAAAAAA

a HSYIVIAVLMLLLHV*ACFF

b IHILLLLC*CYYCTFKHVFL

C FIYCYCCVDAIIARLSMFFC

GCAGGAAATATTTTGAAAAATGTT
181 + + 204

CGTCCTTTATAAAACTTTTTACAA

a AGNILKNV
b Q E I F * K M
C RKYFEKC



SEQUENCE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE 5' END OF pPTP13 AND engrailed

1 t 1 PTP13

251 AGCAGCAGCAGCAACAGCAGCAGCAAATGCAGCACCTCCACCAGCTGCAG 300 en

2 agaactagtggatcccccgggctcjcaggatt.cgcjcaccjacjgcaacgacaa 51 PTP13

301 CAACTGCAGCAGTTGCACCAACAGCAACTGGCCGCCGGTGTCTTCCACCA 350 en

52 aacaacgtgatggttgcacgacctacctgtggcagttcctcctccagctg 101 PTP13
II II I II II III III I I fill

351 TCCGGCAATGGCCTTCGATGCCGCTGCAGCCGCCGCTGCTGCAGCTGCTG 400 en

102 ctacacaaccccaactactccjcxcjcgttacatcacja'tcjgaccgatcacjcjg 151 PTP13

401 CTGCGGCCGCCCACGCTCATGCTGCTGCACTGCAGCAGCGCCTCAGTGGC 450 en

152 cgtggggtgttcaaactggtggactccaaagtggtctccagactgtgggg 201 PTP13
TIM III ill MM i I i

451 AGTGGATCGCCCGCATCCTGCTCCACGCCCGCCTCGTCCACGCCGCTGAC 500 en

202 catgcacaaaaacataccccjacat 225 PTP13

501 CATCAAGGAGGAGGAAAGCGACTCCGTGATCGGTGACATGAGTTTCCACA 550



SEQUENCE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE 3' END OF pPTP13 AND engrailed

110 120 130 140 150 160

pPTP13 CATTGXXXCTTACATACACACACACAAACAAACACACACACCACA-CATACACAAACCAA

Engrailed GTGCGTGTCGGAACAACAGTTGCAAATCAAACACGAAAGCATAAGCCAAACAA
10 20 30 40 50

170 180 190 200 210

pPTP13 CACAAACATACACACACACGAACATGTAACATATCTTACATT

Engrai AAAACAC-CAAACAGAGAAGAGAATCTGAGCAATCAGAAGAATTAGTGGCCCAGTGTCAA
60 70 80 90 100 110

Engrai GTGACCCAGTGACAAGTGTCTTAAGCGAGTTGCGATTTAGCATCAAGTCGAAACCAATGG
120 130 140 150 160 170

iti



pPTP 13: Sequenced regions

200bp 200bp

AAAAAAAA

2.4kb

The 5' region of pPTP 13 shows 40% homology to the Drosophila engrailed sequence.

The 3' sequence includes the polyA tail.

A I "J



pPTP 21: Sequenced regions

200b p

AAAAAAA

1.8kb

The 3' end includes the polyA tail,

1A3.



6.3: Discussion

It is interesting that the 450bp. fragment - containing the

homeobox and some downstream sequence from the leech engrailed

gene - should recognize the inserts that the oligonucleotide

against the leech engrailed homeobox does not. One explanation for

this might be that the inserts are too short to include the

homeobox sequences but sequences closer to the 3' end of the

molecule are represented. This seems unlikely because the inserts

show a range of sizes.

It has been reported that cDNAs can be shorter than the full

length of the mRNAs they are complementary to. This is because the

enzyme which is used to make the first strand of the cDNA ( reverse

transcriptase ) does not complete the synthesis before disengaging

from the mRNA ( this feature of reverse transcriptase is known as

non-processivity ) and so the 5' end of the mRNA is not represented

in the cDNA.

If the non-processivity of reverse transcriptase (when

synthesizing the first strand of cDNA) was the cause of the absence

of the homeobox from the cDNAs then the shorter cDNAs would not

have the homeobox whereas the longer ones might.

The homeobox is situated near the end of the translated region

of the leech engrailed gene - only 108 nucleotides separate the 3'

end of the homeobox from the stop codon (Wedeen et al., 1991).

The oligonucleotide is complementary to the last 42 residues of the

homeobox and the first 18 nucleotides downstream, so that only 90

residues separate the end of the oligonucleotide and the stop

codon.

4 k '•



It is not easy to see how cDNA species whose lengths vary so

greatly would not have some which would include the homeobox

sequence.

Taking the size considerations into account, it seems more

likely that the clones obtained have arisen from alternative

splicing of mRNA. This could account for the absence of any signal

from the filter when hybridized with the oligonucleotide.

It could be argued that the oligonucleotide binds to the control

but not to the clones because of possible differences in sequence

between the genes of the two species. ( This possible difference in

sequence between H. triserialis and H. robusta is mentioned above

in conjunction with the high stringency wash of the filters ) . It

is possible that no signal arose because of mismatch, but since the

oligonucleotide was 60 nucleotides long and the stringency of

hybridization and washing were low, it was expected that some

signal could be seen in the experimental lanes as well as in the

control lane, especially considering the amount of DNA was similar

in the control and the clone digests (see Figure 6.4).

The Southern blot shown in Figure 6.6 is derived from the H.

triserialis engrailed probe binding H. robusta genomic DNA. This

result suggests that the sequences are close enough for

hybridization to take place.



For any splicing to take place, there is an obvious need for intron

exon boundaries near the homeobox of this gene.

It is interesting that there are examples of homeoboxes which have

splice sites within the homeobox: the Drosophila engrailed gene has

an intron between the codons for the 17th and 18th amino acids

encoded by the homeobox. There is no intron in the genomic sequence

of the leech engrailed homeobox, however. The organization of the

exons which make up the cDNAs isolated by this screening is

unknown.

The 450bp. region containing the homeobox was cloned from the

pen24 clone in order to find sequence downstream of the homeobox

which might contain intron - exon borders. This cloned section

should also contain sequence which is highly specific to the

Helobdella engrailed gene and so could be used to make an in situ

hybridization probe.

The hybridization of pPTP12 and 13 to the downstream probe is

probably due to an exon which is included into the untranslated

tail of the mRNA. The significance of the 3' untranslated region

(UTR) in growth and differentiation has been investigated in

another system. A genetic complementation approach was used to

isolate regulators of the growth and differentiation of muscle

cells. cDNAs were introduced into a differentiation defective

skeletal muscle cell line. The complementing cDNAs were found to

activate muscle specific promoters. Interestingly, the activity of

each cDNA was found within the 3' UTR. The data suggest that

certain 3'UTRs are trans-acting regulators in a feedback loop

promoting differentiation (Rastinejad and Blau, 1993).

ML



It would be interesting to investigate the function of the

3'UTR which seems to be included in the leech homeobox - less

engrailed gene. The leech offers the possibility of removing the

expression of particular sequences, so it might be possible to

interrupt the normal differentiation of cells by removing the

activity of this molecule which includes the 3'UTR.

AIT



Chapter 7: Overall conclusions and suggestions for further work
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7: Final Discussion and Suggestions for further work.

7.1: Lox 7 and Lox 8

7.1.1: Genomic Library screening with Lox 7 and Lox 8

The evidence presented suggests that Lox 7 and Lox 8 are

present in the genome of Helobdella robusta, so that one

possibility that might lead to the cloning of genomic sequences

from these genes is the construction of a much larger and more

representative genomic library, which would be more likely to

contain the clones needed. The size of the genomic library I

created was limited by the amount of DNA available from the small

number of leeches. There is the possibility that Lox 2 is a

multicopy gene, so that the size of the genome is actually much

bigger than estimated.

The construction of a genomic library using a different

enzyme to generate fragments of genomic DNA would allow chromosome

walking experiments. The arguements for this approach can be found

in section 7.2.

The availability of E.coli strains which are better hosts for

recombinant 'phage bearing methylated sequences offers the

possibility of screening a more representative selection of 'phage

than was screened previously. This experiment should be carried

out before more library is created, to ensure that the sequences

are not being hidden by the type of cells used.



A polymerase chain reaction could be used to increase the

known sequence of the Lox 7 and Lox 8 genes. The procedure (known

as inverse per.) can be used to amplify uncharacterized regions of

DNA which lie immediately outside a target sequence (Ochman et

al.,1988).

This method (in which genomic DNA would be digested, then

circularized and used as a template for per. with primers (opposite

to those used to generate the homeobox sequence) which direct

synthesis of the flanking sequences) should give sequences which

are highly specific for Lox 7 and Lox 8 since the homology between

homeobox genes is low outside the homeobox region. Several

independent clones containing each sequence should be sequenced, in

case of misincorporation of residues. These sequences, once

verified, could be used to make probes for in situ hybridizations.

If the epitope recognized by MAb 4D9 was encoded by the Lox 7

gene it would be most interesting to find the expression pattern

of Lox 7 using MAb 4D9, and then to selectively ablate the

expression of this gene by injecting the antibody into Lox 7

expressing cells. The normal function of Lox 7 could be inferred

from such experiments.
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7.1.2: cDNA Library screening with Lox 7 and Lox 8

A cDNA probe would be of great use for in situ

hybridization, so the screening of the cDNA library with the Lox 7

and Lox 8 sequences should be repeated, since it is expected that

these genes are expressed during stages 8,9 and 10, and embryos

from these stages were used to construct the cDNA library. It may

be that the Lox 7 and Lox 8 genes are expressed in very small

amounts and so a large amount of recombinants need to be screened.

The Lox 1 gene of Hirudo medicinalis is only expressed in two

cells of the nervous system of the stage 10 embryo, and so the

total amount of Lox 1 specific mRNA in the embryo must be very

small (E.Macagno, pers.comm).

7.1.3: in situ hybridization using Lox 7 and Lox 8

The in situ hybridization work was halted because the number

of embryos was small. Another reason was that it was thought that

the hybridization seen in the germinal plate may have been caused

by the probe binding to mRNA from several homeobox genes. The

use of inverse per. generated sequences from Lox 7 and Lox 8 with

a larger number of embryos could well show the expression of these

genes in the leech.

A non-radioactive method was used for the in situ

hybridization because I wished to see the expression in individual

cells.
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The expression patterns obtained using the sequences

mentioned above (if seen in sufficient, cellular detail) could be

used to plan microinjection experiments to find the function of

the genes in terms of cell fate. Indeed, any cloned leech gene

could be used in this manner, including Lox 2.

7.2: Screening of the genomic library with Lox 2

7.2.1: Restriction mapping of quaternary positive clone 3

The restriction map of this clone could be used to design

probes which could be used to walk along the chromosome. It would

not be surprising in the light of work done in other species if

the leech homeobox genes were also clustered (Graham et al. 1989).

The size of homeotic clusters in mice has been estimated at

approximately lOOkb., so it seems likely that related sequences

might be encountered in a relatively short walk.

7.2.2: Polymerase Chain Reactions using Quaternary positives

Obviously, cloning and sequencing the per. fragments should show

exactly which clones contain Lox 2 and which do not.

There is the possibility that one of the bands seen on the gel is

the result of two homeoboxes being amplified, as might be expected

if the genes were arranged in a relatively small cluster.

The need for several independent clones to be sequenced is

even higher than is normal for per. generated sequences, since one

sequence might be present in much lower numbers than the other.



(If there was some mispriming involved in the amplification of the

other gene, one might expect the sequence amplified from that

other gene to be present in lower amounts).

Several sequences from both genes would be needed in case of

misincorporated residues.

7.3: cDNA screening with the engrailed probe

7.3.1: The genomic organization of the H.robusta engrailed gene

Further screening of the cDNA library might well provide clones

which do contain the homeobox region of the leech engrailed

gene. The sequencing of these clones would show the relatedness of

the engrailed gene from two leeches of different species.

Having found the cDNA sequence of the leech engrailed gene, it

should be possible to sequence the genomic clone containing the

leech engrailed gene and position intron-exon boundaries within

the genomic clone. This work has been started with the

construction of the subclone from the pen 24 insert which was used

as to probe the cDNA library.

4^



7.3.2: The identity of the engrailed positive clones

The clones obtained have not been completely sequcenced and

so there is no definite proof that they are from the leech

engrailed gene.

However, there are several lines of evidence that point to

the fact that the clones are from the leech engrailed gene.

The positives obtained from the library had very high

hybridization strengths, as did the Southern blots using the DNA

from the clones.

Previous Southern blotting work has shown that Helobdella

triserialis has only one engrailed gene (Wedeen et al., 1990). The

results of the Southern blotting detailed in section 6.2.1 suggest

that there is only one engrailed homologue in Helobdella robusta

also. The hybridization and washing stringencies used in these

Southerns were the same as those used in the hybridizations used

in probing the cDNA library. This tends to prohibit the hypothesis

that these clones may be homologous to engrailed-related type

genes.

The sequence comparisons suggest that pPTP13 may well be the

leech homologue of the Drosophila engrailed gene. There is

homology between the 5'ends of pPTP13 and andDrosophila engrailed

(40% identity over 225 bases).

There is also a homology bteween the 3' ends of pPTP13 and

Drosophila engrailed (60% identity over 65 bases).I expect that

further sequencing will lead to increases in both the percentage

identities and the size of the homologies as errors are removed.



7.3.3: Alternative Splicing Hypothesis

The arguments made in section 6.3 point towards an explanation

involving alternative splicing of the clones obtained by using the

Helobdella triserialis probe on the cDNA library.

Alternative splicing of homeobox genes has been reported

previously: the Hox 1.6 gene encodes two different gene products,

only one of which encodes a homeobox (Murphy and Hill, 1991).

The need for sequencing of the clones to ensure that the

clones are the result of alternative splicing is obvious.

Technical difficulties coupled with a lack of time prevented me

sequencing the whole of the clones.

The papers outlined in section 1.5.2 suggest that the rest of

the homeoprotein - ie. the regions outwith the homeodomain - also

have functions concerned with regulation of developmental

processes.

It has been shown that a novel protein of the DNA binding

type can influence the effect of other DNA binding proteins even

though it lacks a domain which is known to be essential for DNA

binding. This protein (known as Id) appears to negatively regulate

the function of MyoD by forming non-functional, heterodimeric

complexes with MyoD (Benezra et al., 1990).



It would be most interesting to find evidence for

homeodomain-less homeoproteins being expressed in the leech

embryo, where the function of these molecules could be

investigated, in fine cellular detail, by blocking expression of

these molecules by monoclonal antibodies or antisense RNA.

Knowledge of the sequence of cDNA molecules from

alternatively spliced homeobox genes would allow particular

antisense RNA molecules to be designed which would be specific to

certain types of alternatively spliced mRNA.

I imagine that if a molecule had only the homeobox spliced

out, then an antisense RNA molecule which comprised of two short

regions complementary to the sequences flanking the homeobox

(which were too short to form a stable hybridization complex

individually) would be specific to the homeobox-less species.

Injection of this type of specific antisense RNA could be used to

remove the function of particular alternatively spliced molecules

from the leech embryo.
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SINGLE LETTER AMINO ACID CODES

A = alanine
C = cysteine
D = aspartate
E = glutamate
F = phenylalanine
G = glycine
H = histidine
I = isoleucine
K = lysine
L = leucine
M = methionine
N = asparagine
P = proline
Q = glutamine
R = arginine
S = serine

T = threonine
V = valine
W = tryptophan
Y = tyrosine
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ABBREVIATIONS
A = adenine

ANT-C = Antennapedia-complex
ATP = adenosine triphosphate

bp = base pairs
BSA = bovine serum albumin

BX-C = Bithorax-complex
C = cytosine

cDNA = complementary deoxyribonucleic acid
Ci = Curie

cpm = counts per minute
C-terminal = carboxyl terminal

dATP = deoxyadenosine 5' triphosphate
dCTP = deoxycytidine 5' triphosphate
dGTP = deoxyguanidine 5' triphosphate
dTTP = deoxythymidine 5' triphosphate

ddsH20 = distilled, deionized, sterilized water
DNA = deoxyribonucleic acid

EDTA = ethyldiamine tetra-acetic acid
G =guanine

gptp = genomic putative tertiary positive
gpqp = genomic putative quaternary positive

kb = kilobase pairs
M = molar

mM = millimolar
ml = millilitre
mm = millimetre

N-terminal = amino terminal
ng = nanogram

32^ = phosphorous isotope, atomic weight 32
pfu = plaque forming units
per = polymerase chain reaction
RAS = rostral alternating small cardioactive

peptide immunoreactive
RNA = ribonucleic acid
rpm = revolutions per minute
rt = room temperature

35S = sulphur isotope, atomic weight 35
SCP = small cardioactive peptide
SDS = sodium dodecyl sulphate
Spi - sensitive to prophage inhibition

T = thymine
U = unit of enzyme activity

ug = microgram
ul = microlitre

V = volts
W = watts


